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1. INTRODUCTION.

THE investigations which form the subject of the present
It is
communication had their origin in a practical source.
conceived important that this should be understood, as many
musicians regard the problem as a purely theoretical one, undeIt was in taking part in the
serving of practical attention.
tuning of an organ that the effect of the ordinary equal temperament was first realised by the writer as a matter affecting musical
sounds in practice, as distinguished from theory. It is the writer's
experience that after the ear has once been attracted to this
effect,

it never

fails to perceive

tuned in the ordinary way.
some show it less.

Among

it in the tones of instruments

Some tones show the effect more,

keyed instruments

the worst effects

are produced by the ordinary harmonium; next to this comes the
full-toned modern grand piano, which is often unpleasant in
slow harmony, especially if, as is generally the case, the tem* and the best tones, which show
perament is not very uniform;
* The chord of E major is constantly found 'rank' on these pianos. This
would suggest some defect in the process of tuning ordinarily used.
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the effect least, are those of soft-tonedpianos with little power,
and the ordinary organ diapason-stops-especially those oldfashioned,sweet-toneddiapasons,which are rapidly disappearing
before the organ-buildersof the present day. The constant
perception of these effects served as an inducement to a study
of the subject, pursued in the first instance with the practical
object of the improvementof instruments, and afterwards also
for the sake of the interest attaching to the theory developed.
The problemto be dealt with is well stated as follows, in the
Preface to 'A Theory of Harmony, founded on the Tempered
Scale,' by Dr. Stainer:-' When musical mathematicians shall
have agreed amongst%themselves
upon the exact numberof divi-

sions necessary in the octave; when mechanists shall have con-

structed instruments upon which the new scale can be played;
when practical musicians shall have framed a new notation,
which shall point out to the performerthe ratio of the note he is
to sound to the generator; when genius shall have used all this
new material to the glory of art-then it will be time enough to
found a new theory of harmonyon a mathematicalbasis.'
This passage was of considerableuse in directing attention to
the points of importance in theory; it contains,however, some
confusionof ideas, as will be pointed out immediately.
In the first place, beforeany conclusion can be come to as to
the numberof divisions necessaryin the octave, it is clear thab
the theory of the divisionof the octave must be studied in a more
completeand comprehensivemanner than has been usual in the
theory of music. In fact, when we come to examine the subject,
we shall find that, although the properties of isolated systems
have been studied here and there, yet no comprehensivemethod
has been given for the derivationand treatmentof such systems;*
and the establishmentof such a method will be the first point
which will demand our attention. We shall then come to the
conclusionthat differentsystems have their differentadvantages;
and we may contemplate the possibility of music being written
for, or adaptedto, one system or another,just as hitherto music
has been written for performancein one key or another of the
equal temperament.
In the second place, notationwill be provided,by which the
exact note intended to be played can be indicated to the performer, in those systems in which a modificationof the ordinary
notation is necessary. The notation is so constructed as to
supplement the ordinary notation without altering it, and the
signs required in addition to the ordinarynotation are few in
numberand simple in their character.
Again, the problem of instruments has been solved in a
general manner as far as keyed instruments are concerned. A
generalised keyboard has been devised, by means of which it is
* See, however, MIr.A. J. Ellis on the ' Temperament of Musical Instruments
with Fixed Tones.'-Royal Society's Proceedings, 1864.
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possible to control the notes of all systems which proceed by
continuous series of equal fifths; and this keyboard has been
constructed and applied.
The confusion of ideas above alluded to arises from the
assumption that the theory to be employed will be based on the
derivation of scales from some one harmonic series, as well as
from the division of the octave. Now this will never be true. If
scales are derived from the division of the octave, their notes can
never be more than approximations to the notes of any one
harmonic series. In some of the systems subsequently developed,
conditions having reference to the properties of harmonics will be
employed; for example, we may make our fifths or our thirds
perfect. This class of conditions is regarded as being derived
from the harmonic series of each pair of notes employed. But
the notation employed has not in any case reference to the ratio
of the note sounded to any generator.
In the present introductory paper, the principal properties of
the class of systems dealt with will be established in a general
manner, the notation above referred to will be explained,
and a brief account will be given of what may be called the
' principle of symmetrical arrangement.' This principle is the
foundation of the arrangement of the keyboard above referred
to; and its chief characteristic is, that any given interval, or combination of intervals, presents the same form on such an arrangement, on whatever notes it is taken-whence the form of fingering
on the keyboard is the same in all keys.
2. EXPRESSIONOF INTERVALS.

Before commencing the treatment of these subjects, it will,
however, be necessary to make some remarks on the method employed for the expression and calculation of intervals.
All intervals will be expressed in terms of equal temperament
semitones. The letters E. T. will be used as an abbreviation for
the words 'equal temperament.' Thus an octave, which is 12
E. T. semitones, will be written as 12; the 53rd part of an
octave will be written as 1., or '22642. Five places of decimals
will be generally considered sufficient.
The following rules for transforming vibrations ratios into the
equivalent E. T. interval can be made use of by any one who
knows how to look out a logarithm in a table. They obviously
depend on the form of log. 2:RULE I.-To find the equivalent of a given vibrations ratio in
E. T. semitones. Take the common logarithm of the given ratio, subtract S-V, and call this the first improved value (F. I. V.). From
the original logarithm subtract - of the first improved value,
of the first improved value. Multiply the remainder by
and Th
40. The result is the interval, expressed in E. T. semitones.
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EXAMPL 1. -To, find the values of a perfect fifth, the vibrations ratio of

which is | in E T. semitones:Log. 3 - -4771213
Log. 2 - -3010300

'1760213
6860

" -1760913
=0 -005870

*1766063
176

F. IV. = '1755043

-1754888
40

Log.

701965j12
Thus a perfect fifth exceeds'7 semitones by *01955.
N.B.-The rule only gives five places correct.
The true value of the perfect fifth calculated by an exact process to 20
places is:00086
7-01965
53874
17740
ExAMPLE2.-To
which is , in
Log. 5
Log. 4

find the value of a perfect third, the vibrations ratio of
E. T. semitones:= -6989700
'0969100
= 6020600
3219

Log. |
=w

-0969100
-0003230
?0966870

-0965881
96
-0965785
40

3-8631410 = 4 -'13686
Thus a perfect third exceeds 3 semitones by -86314; or, as it is generally more convenient to state the result, it falls short of 4 semitones
by -13686.
The value to 20 places is:4 -13686
28613

RULEII.-To
E. T. semitones.

40.

51651

82551

find the vibrations ratio of an interval given in

To the given number add ^ and -1
of itself. Divide by
The result is the logarithm of the ratio required.
ExAmxrr.-The E T. third is 4 semitones. The vibrations ratio, found as
above, is 1-25992. Hence the vibrations ratio of the E. T. third to the
perfect third is nearly 126 : 125.

3. DEFIN1TIONS.

Regular Systems are such that all their notes can be arranged
in a continuous series of equal fifths.
Regular Cyclical Systems are not only regular, but return into
the same pitch after a certain number of fifths: every such system
divides the octave into a certain number of equal intervals.
2 Vol. 1
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Error is deviation from a perfect interval.
Doparture is deviation from an E. T. interval.
Intervals taken upwards are called positive, taken downwards
negative.
Fifths are called positive if they have positive departures,
that is, if they are greater than E T. fifths; they are called negative if they have negative departure, that is, if they are less
than E. T. fifths. We saw that perfect fifths are more than 7
semitones; they are therefore positive.
Systems are said to be positive or negative according as their
fifths are positive or negative.
Regular Cyclical Systems are said to be of the rth order, positive or negative, when the departure of 12 fifths is + r units of
the system.
Thus, we shall see later that in the system of 53 the departure
of 12 fifths is 1 unit upwards, and the system is positive of the
first order; in the system of 118 the departure of 12 fifths is 2
units upwards, and the system is said to be positive of the second
order. In the system of 31 the departure of 12 fifths is one unit
downwards, and the system is negative of the first order; and in
the system of 50 the departure of 12 fifths is two units downwards, and the system is negative of the second order. Systems
of the first order are called Primary, of the second order Secondary.
OF INTERVALSBY SERIES OF FIFTHS.
4. FORMATION

When successions of fifths are spoken of, it is intended
that octaves be disregarded. If the result of a number of fifths
is expressed in E. T. semitones, any multiples of 12 (octaves)
may be subtracted or added.
As an example, we will consider some of the intervals formed by
successive fifths in the system of 53. We shall see later (Theorem
iv.) that the fifth of this system is 7-A; i.e., it exceeds the equal
I of an E. T. semitone. This
being pretemperament fifth by
the
we
have
mised,
following intervals, amongst others:
Departure of 12 fifths-= 1.
For 12 x 7 = 841 ; and we subtract 84, which represents
7 octaves.
Two-fifths tone = 22X.
For 2 x 7? = 14I; and we subtract 12, which represents
1 octave.
* Seven-fifths semitone, formed by 7 fifths
up, = 1l-.
and we subtract 48, which represents
For 7 x 7-? = 49-;
4 octaves.
* Five-fifths semitone, formed by 5 fifths down, = 1--'
and we add 36, which represents
For 5 x - 7 = - 35;
3 octaves.
* These expressions were suggested to the writer by Mr. Parratt.
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Or, if we consider the system of 31 in which the fifth is
7 - 'r, we have, similarly:
- 1
Departure of 12 fifths =
Two-fifths tone
= 2 - 2r
Seven-fifths semitone = 1 - If
Five-fifths semitone
-= 1P
5. REGULAR SYSTEMS.
The importance of Regular Systems arises from the symmetry of the scales which they form.
Theorem i.-In
any regular system 5 seven-fifths semitones
and 7 five-fifths semitones make up an exact octave.
For the departures from E. T. of the 5 seven-fifths semitones
are due to 35 fifths up, and the departures of the 7 five-fifths semitones are due to 35 fifths down, leaving 12 E. T. semitones, which
form an exact octave.
ExArPLE.-A perfect fifth = 7 + 8, where 8 = '01965.
Then the seven-fifths semitone is 1 + 7 8,
the five-fifths semitoneis 1 - 5 8,
and 5 seven-fifths semitones, together with 7 five-fifths semitones, is:5 (1 + 7 8) + 7 (1 - 5 8) = 5 + 35 8 + 7 - 35 8 = 12.

Theorem ii.-In any regular system the difference between the
seven-fifths semitone and the five-fifths semitone is the departure
of 12 fifths, having regard to sign.
That is to say, if we subtract the five-fifths semitone from
the seven-fifths semitone, the result is equal to the departure of
12 fifths in value; and it is positive if the fifths are positive, and
negative if the fifths are negative.
For the seven-fifths semitone up is one E. T. semitone up and
the departure of 7 fifths up, and the five-fifths semitone down is
one E. T. semitone down and the departure of 5 more fifths upwhich makes, on the whole, the departure of 12 fifths up, and
if the single departures are positive, then the twelve departures
are positive, and if negative, negative.
1.-A perfect fifth = 7 + 8 as before,and 8 is positive.
And seven-fifths semitone = 1 + 7 8
five-fifths semitone = 1 - 5 8,
whence, subtracting the lower line, the difference = 12 8.
EXAmrPL2.-A fifth of the system of 31 = 7 ?,and it is negative.
The seven-fifths semitone = 1 Five-fifths semitone = 1 + E
.
whence, subtracting the lower line, the difference = -

EXAMPLE

6. REGULARCYCLICALSYSTEMS.

The importance of Regular Cyclical Systems arises from the
infinite freedom of modulation in every direction which is
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possible in such systems when properly arranged; whereasin
non-cyclical systems required modulations are liable to be
impossible, owing to the demand arising for notes outside the
materialprovided.
Theoremiii.-In a Regular Cyclical System of order + r,
the differencebetween the seven-fifths semitone and five-fifths
semitoneis + r units of the system.
For, recalling the definition of rth order (departure of 12
fifths = ? r units), the propositionfollows from Theoremii.
EIXPi.e

1.-In the system of 63 the fifth is 7 A;
7

semitone - 1
Seven-fifths
Five-fifthssemitone_ 1 whencesubtracting,the differenceis R, whichis the octavedividedby
63, or oneunitof the system.
22.--Inthe systemof 31 the fifthis 7 - ~, and,as before,the
ExiAMPL
difference is - ~, or - (one unit of the system).

Corollary.-Thisproposition,taken with Theoremi., enablesus
to determinethe numbersof divisionsin the octave in systems of
any order,by introducing the considerationthat each semitone
must consist of an integral number of units. The principal
known systems are here enumerated:Primary(lst order)Positive.
Nu
6-fifthssemitone
semitone
7-fifths
in
^y

x units

units

r of Un

octave(Th.i.)

5c + 7y = a
17
29
41
53
65

2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
6

11

Secondary(2nd order) Positive.
9

118

PrimaryNegative.
1
2

2
3

19
31

Negative.
Secondary
3

5

50

The mode of formationin other cases is obvious.
Passing over, for the present, the derivation of scales from this
scheme, we proceed to other important theorems on Cyclical
Systems:Theoremiv.-In any Regular Cyclical System, if the octave be
divided into n equal intervals, and r be the order of the system,
the departure of each fifth of the system is ! E. T. semitones.
Let the departure of each fifth of the system be B. Then the
-= r units by definition, and
departure of twelve fifths = 12
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the unit = 2 E. T. semitones' (since the octave, which is 12
semitones,is divided into n equal parts). Hence
12 8

12

" -or
r.

r

ExAmPLx .-In the systemof 53, which is of the firstorderand posi-

tive (Th. iii. Cor.), the departure of 12 fifths - 1 unit, = ?;
whencethe departureof onefifth 1= .
EXAMPLB
2.-In the systemof 118, which is of the secondorder and
positive,the departureof 12 fifthsis 2 units, - 2.1y2;whencethe departure of one fifth is ^, or -1.
3.-In the system of 31, which is of the first order and nega-

EXAMPLE

tive, the departureof eachfifth is - -.
EXAPLE4.-In the systemof 50, whichis of thesecondorderand negaof eachfifth is - ~.
tive, the departure
Theorem v.-If, in a system of the rth order, the octave be
divided into n equal intervals, r + 7n is a multiple of 12, and

r + 7 is the numberof units in the fifth of the system.
12
Let pbe the numberof units in the fifth.
Then . 12 is the fifth, and =7-+, if S be the departureof
the fifth; =7+- by Th. iv.
In
Hence- =27,

and 0 is an integer by hypothesis-whence the proposition.
From this propositignwe can deducecorrespondingvalues of
n and r. This is useful in investigating systems of the higher
orders. Casting out multiples of 12, where necessary, from n
and r, we have the following relations between the remainders:Remainder of
5
2
3
1
,
4
7
8
11
6
10
9
5 10
3
8
1
6 11
4
2
9
7
r
-7 -2 -9 -4 -11 -6 -1 -8 -3 -10
-&

EXAMPLE.-It is required to find the order of the system in which the
octave is divided into 301 equal intervals.

300 is a multipleof 12; remainder1 gives order5, or - 7. 301 is a
systemof someinterestregardedas a positive systemof order5, in
of its having, as we shall see later,tolerablygood fifths
consequence
andthirds; while its intervalsare expressedby the firstthreeplacesof
the logarithmsof the vibrationratios,'3010beingthe firstfour places
of log. 2. Mr. Ellis has recentlymadeuse of this system.-(Royal
Society'sProceedings,1874.)
a system divide the octave into n equal
Theorem vi.-If
intervals, the total departure of all the n -fiffhs of the system
=r E. T. semitones, where r is the order of the system.
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For, if a be the departure of one fifth, then, by Th. iv.,
=.r; whence n =r.

or the departure of n fifths = r semitones.
EXAMPLE
1.-The departureof 53 fifths of the system of 53 is 1 semi-

of onefifthis -a by Th. iv.
tone; for the departure

EXAMPLE
2.-The departureof 118 fifthsof the system of 118 is 2

semitones;for the departureof one-fifthis 1.

ExArPLE 3.-The

departure of 31 fifths of the system of 31 is -

semitone(onesemitoneflat); for the departureof one-fifthis - 3.

1

EXAMPLE
4.-The departureof 60 fifths of the system of 60 is - 2 semi-

tones.

This theorem gives rise to a curious mode of deriving the
different systems.
Suppose the notes of an E. T. series arranged, on a horizontal
line, in the order of a succession of fifths, and proceeding onwards
indefinitely, thus:

c g d a e b f#

cf g9 d# a$ f

c g...

and so on.
Let a regular system of fifths start from c. If they are
positive, then at each step the pitch rises farther from E. T. It
can only return to c by sharpening an E. T. note.
Suppose that b is sharpened one E. T. semitone, so as to
become c; then the return may be effectedat the first b in 5 fifths
----

second b in 17 fifths
third b in 29 fifths,-

and so on. Thus we obtain the primary positive systems.
Secondary positive systems may be got by sharpening bt by
two semitones, and so on. If the fifths are negative, the return
may be effected by depressing c: a semitone in 7, 19, 31,.. fifths;
we thus obtain the primary negative systems, or by depressing d
two semitones, by which we get the secondary negative systems,and so on.
FORMATION OF MAJOR THIRDS.
SYSTEMS.
7. NEGATIVE
The departure of the perfect third is --'13686, as we have
seen (section 2); that is to say, it falls short of the E. T. third
by this fraction of an E. T. semitone. Hence negative systems,
where the fifth is of the form 7--, form their thirds in accordance
with the ordinary notation of music. For if, in such a system,
we form a third by taking four fifths up, we have a third with
negative departure (= -4a), which can approximately represent
the departure of the perfect third. Thus, c is either the third
to A, or four fifths up fiom A, in accordance with the usage of
musicians.

TheDivisionof the Octave.
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EXAMPLE.-In the system of 31 the departure of each fifth is -S,

and
= - '12903; and this differs
that of the third by four-fifths up is from the departure of the perfect third (=- - 13686) only by the
smaU error '00783, or considerably less than the hundredth of a semitone.

8. POSITIVESYSTEMS.

Positive systems, on the other hand, form their approximately perfect thirds by 8 fifths down; for their fifths,
being larger than E. T. fifths, depress the pitch below E. T.
when tuned downwards.

Thus, if the fifth be of the form

7 + , 8 fifths down give the negative departure (= -8a), which

can approximately represent the departure of the perfect third.
Thus the third of A should be Dt, which is inconsistent with
musical usage. Hence positive systems require a separate notation,
to which we will return immediately.
ExAMPLr1.-Regular system of perfectfifths. Thedeparture
of a perfect fifth is '01955, as we have seen. Eight fifths down give therefore
a departure = - 8 x '01955 = - 15640; and this exceeds the departure of a perfect third (= - '13686) by the error '01954; a quantity which is the same, within one unit in the last place, as the departure of the perfect fifth, or the error of the E. T. fifth, which is the
same thing.
ExAMPrr 2.-System of 53. Departure of third by 8 fifths down
= - -*15095.
ExAMPLE3.-System of 118. Departure of third by 8 fifths down
_-13560,
the error of which is little more than the
--_ thousandth part of a semitone.
9. NOTATION.

Helmholtz employs a peculiar notation for the system generally
called by his name, which has very nearly perfect fifths and perfect thirds.* We shall speak of this system in general as the
positive system of perfect thirds. Helmholtz's employment of
this notation is marked by several peculiarities, which we need
not here discuss; the objection that this notation is unsuitable
for use with musical symbols is sufficient to warrant us in disregarding it.
The following notation is here adopted for positive systems in
general: it is not intended to be limited to any one system, like
Helmholtz's. In fact, as it consists entirely of an indication of
position in a series of fifths, it may, when desired, be used with
negative

systems.

The notes are arranged in series, in order of successive fifths.
Each series contains twelve fifths, from f up to b. The series
is called the unmarked series; it contains the standard, or
ft-b
unmarked c. Each note of the next series of twelve fifths up is
affected with the mark (/), which is called a mark of elevation,
* See note at p. 121, post.
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and is drawn upwards in the direction of writing. The next
series of twelve fifths up is affectedwith the mark (//); and the
succeeding series of twelve fifths up areaffectedwith a numberof
marksof elevationcorrespondingto their position,(///),(////),
and so on. The series belowthe unmarkedseries is affectedwith
the mark (\), which is called a mark of depression,and is drawn
downwardsin the directionof writing; and the succeedingseries,
in a descending order of fifths, are affectedwith a number of
marksof depressioncorrespondingto their position, (\\), (\\\),
and so on. Such fifths as \b-jf b-/?t, which join any two of
the series of the notation,have the same value as all the rest.
Thus, for example, the interval c-/c is the departure of
twelve fifths. c-\e are related through eight fifths downward
from c. Hence in positive systems \e is the note whichforms an
approximatelyperfectthird with c.
N.B.-It is to be noted that the position in the series of fifths
is determinedonly by the notationhere introduced;i.e., cf and db
mean exactly the same thing, and refer only to one of the twelve
E. T. divisions of the octave. Regarded as belonging to an
assigned system, c# or dt would mean that note of the unmarked
series which is five fifths below the unmarkedor standardc.
10. RULE FORTHIRDSIN POSITIVESYSTEMS.

If we write down one of the series of the notation:#
f -c#-g -f..o-gda-eb,
and remember that positive systems form their thirds by eight
fifths down, we have the rule:The four accidentalson the left in any series of the notation
form major thirds to the four notes on the right of the same
series. All other notes have their majorthirds in the next series
below. Thus, d-ft and -\e are majorthirds.
OF THE NOTATIONIN MUSIC.
11. EMPLOYMENT

This notation is suitable for employment with written
music. Its appearancewill be generally taken to indicate the
employment of a system with perfect or approximatelyperfect
fifths, unless anything is said to the contrary.
The following passage is an example:-

.. _J .._J ,I- I-,
,r P ?Q'P-I
gm
-

' FI-

.
--R z
:
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The interval g-. f is a close approximation to the harmonic or
natural seventh; /ab-f
is rendered very smooth by the employment of the same interval. The development of the practical
use of the notation is deferred for the present.
The notation is also useful for the discussion of some systems
of historical interest.
Thus, we have a scale of F in Mersenne,
whose work bears the date 1636, with eighteen notes to the
octave. This possessed the following resources:Major chords of c-f-b,-el,
\\-\d-\d\g,
,,
9,
/abt-/d-//g
Minor chords of c-f-bt-e>,
\e-\cad-\-\g,
,,
\c-, \-\\b,

thirds to the above.
, thirds below c-f-b..
thirds to the above.
thirds to \a\d-\g.

We have here the two forms of second of the key, g and \g,
differing approximately by a comma. This double form appears
in all good attempts at systems with perfect fifths.
12. THE ' GENERALISED
KEYBOARD.'
A keyboard has been designed and constructed, by means
of which the notes of all regular systems, positive and negative,
can be brought under the control of the fingers. The detailed
account of this keyboard is deferred for the present. It contains
eighty-four keys in every octave; the instrument of which it
forms a part is a harmonium, and the system of tuning is that
which divides the octave into fifty-three equal intervals. The
form of fingering is the same in all keys. Such passages as the
example in musical type given above can be readily performed
upon it.
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ARRANGEMENT
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The Subcritpts1, 2, and 3 refer toits ThreeKeyboards.
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ARRANGEMENT.
13. PRINCIPLEOF SYMMETRICAL

This principle is employed in the design of the above-mentioned keyboard; and it is owing to its properties that the
fingering is the same in all keys. It may be thus stated:If we place the E. T. notes on a horizontal line in the order
of the scale, and set off the departures of the notes of any
system at right angles to the E. T. line, sharp departures up and
flat departures down, we obtain the positions of a symmetrical
arrangement. The accompanying table is a symmetrical arrangement of the notes of General Thompson's enharmonic organ. The
following series of intervals lie on characteristically-placed
straight lines in a symmetrical arrangement:Name of intervalin
generalcase.
2-fifths tone . .
5-fifths semitone .
7-fifths semitone .
Third by 4 fifths up

..
.
. .
. .

Namewhenfifthsare
perfect.
Major tone .....
Pythagorean semitone.
Apotom6 Pythagorica..
Dissonant, or Pythago-

Seriesof intervals.
c-d-e .
/c-/c: -d-eb-e
\c-cu -d-/eb .

. .

. .
.
reanthird .
c-c-/ab -/
Thirdby 8 fifthsdown . (Approximately perfect c-\e-\ab- \\c
third.)
The departure of twelve perfect fifths, or the Pythagorean
comma, = 12 x -01965 = -23460. The ordinary comma of
(1v-) is '21506. For a certain degree of approximation we can
neglect the difference between these quantities, and speak of a
comma without specialising our meaning. In this sense we may
read the last of the above series of intervals as showing us theat
three perfect thirds fall short of the octave by two commas
approximately. We may return to this point hereafter.
In the symmetrical arrangement of the notes of General Thompson's organ, we may note specially, first, the effect of the distribution of the notes over these keyboards. For instance, the notes
but the
of the chord of A minor are all present (a1. --/cl.-e2.);
third and fifth are on different keyboards, so that the chord would
not be generally available.
Again, the notes b and \\d are missing from the otherwise
complete scheme; we notice the number of chords which their
absence destroys.
In the present paper the endeavour has been made to present
to the members of the Musical Association the more fundamental
portions of the theory of the subject. It is hoped that this treatment may facilitate the comprehension of such historical points
and such further developments as may be hereafter brought
before the Association.
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14. INTRODUCTION.
In a previous paper read before the Musical Association on
November 2, 1874, a method was developed for the derivation
and treatment of a class of systems of tuning, to which the
term 'regular' was applied-this term being taken to imply that
the notes of any such system can be arranged in a continuous
series of equal fifths. A notation was described, applicable to
written music, by which the position of the notes of such systems
in the fundamental series of fifths is defined; and a brief sketch
was given of a ' Generalised Keyboard,' founded on a principle
of 'symmetrical arrangement,' by means of which the notes of
any such system can be controlled, the fingering of any passage
being the same in whatever key it is taken.
In the present paper some points of interest in the history of
the subject will be first alluded to. The history even of so obscure a subject is very extensive.
In Mr. A. J. Ellis's papers on ' Musical Chords,' and 'On the
Temperament of Instruments with Fixed Tones,' in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for 1864, there is a concise account,
with references, of the greater part of what is attainable in the
history of the derivation of the octave. The points to be now
mentioned will be selected with a view to illustrate the development and progress of the subject, and to supplement the information obtainable from Mr. Ellis's papers.
In the discussion of Helmholtz's work, his theory of consonance and dissonance will be examined in some detail, and
incidentally the simplest method of computing beats for practical
purposes will be introduced. We shall then proceed with the
practical application of our systems, and the construction of instruments for their control.
15. HISTORICAL.
The practical interest of what remains to us of the theory of the
Greek musicians is but small; and it will be convenient to pass
it by with the remark that, rightly or wrongly, series of perfect
fifths, and the principal derivatives of such a series, bear the name
of Pythagoras; the Pythagorean comma being the difference in
interval between the extremities of a series of twelve perfect fifths;
the Pythagorean, or dissonant third, the third made by four perfect fifths up, and other intervals formed by the notes of such a
series bearing analogous names. The approximately true third,
however, formed by eight fifths down, has never borne the name
of Pythagoras.
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16. We pass at once, with this observation, to the beginning of
the seventeenth century. The work of Mersenne, bearing the date
1636, affords us information as to the state of the problem at that
time.'
The portion of Mersenne's work with which we are most
directly concerned treats of systems of scales. Almost the
whole of these are constructed so as to afford a greater or less
number of perfect concords. We select the scale of the key of
F, with 18 intervals in the octave. Mersenne dignifies it, and
many other of his systems, with the title of' Systema Perfectum.'
We employ the signs in his figure of the keyboard at p. 118.
The keyboard is identified as belonging to the scale by the pro.
portional vibration numbers, which are given for each note in
both places.
The following is Mersenne's table:Systema Perfectum.
F
E
.x E
xD
D
x x D
x C
C

q1~
x b or 'B
B
A
x xA
xG
*G
G
x xG
x F
F

5760
Semit. majus
5400
Semit. minus
5184
Comma
5120
Semit. majus
4800
Semit. minus
4608
Diesis
4500
Semit. minus
4320
Semit. majus
~ 4050
Comma
4000
Semit. minus
3840
Semit. majus
3600
Semit. minus
3456
Diesis
3376
Semit. minus
3240
Comma
3200
Semit. minus
3072
Diesis
3000
Semit. minus
2880

Positions accordingto
System of Perfect or Approximately Perfect Fifths.

f

\e
/eb or /dt
eb or dg
\d
/db

or /c:

\db or \cf
c

\b
\\b
bb
\a
lab or/g:
\ab or\gf
g

/gb or /fr
\gb or \fU

f

1 The works of Salinas and Zarlino, in the 16th century, are not accessible
to the writer. Salinas is said to have invented, and Zarlino to have first
published, the mean-tone system.
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For the exhibitionof the resourcesof this system, as regards
the chords available,we must refer to the first part of this paper
(p. 15). We see howlimited these resourcesare, and yet how judiciously the most is madeof the limited number of notes provided.
The keyboardfor this scale is figured at p. 118 of the book
'De Instrumentis,'in Mersenne.
All the black keys are doubled,and also the key for the G.
Two pairs of black keys are placed one pair on each side of the
G key, and three pairs between b-c, c-d, and d-e, respectively, instead of in the usual positions.
Mersennecommenceshis systems with some examples taken
from Salinas. The first system is one of 25 notes in the octave,
which is given in a form precisely analogous to the above; this
he calls ' Systema OmniumPerfectissimum.'
This and all other similar systems are on the principleof the
addition of more notes, which furnishperfectconcordswith some
of those alreadypresent. The best-known and most-developed
exampleof this kind in recent times is the enharmonic organ of
the late GeneralT. PerronetThompson. The resourcesof such a
system are augmentedby the additionof every new note in exactly
the same manner. General Thompsonemployed altogether 40
in the octave. It is to be noticed that these are all irregular
systems; there is no pretence of aiming at a continuous series of
fifths. The fifths, being perfect, are of the character of those of
positive systems.
Mersenne alludes to negative systems, although none such are
fully explained by him. He mentions the system produced by
dividing the octave into 31 equal intervals. He states that it is
obtain,ed by dividing the whole tone into five equal parts. Now,
six major tones exceed an octave by the Pythagorean comma.
Hence Mersenne's statement is not true. But, if we diminish
the value of the major tone in a certain ratio, we can make six
tones fall short of the octave by a fifth part of a tone; and then
we have 6 x 5 + 1=31 fifths of a tone in the octave. Although
the existence of the system was known to Mersenne, and indeed
also to Salinas, they both mention it only to state that they
regard it as defective, and it was left to Huyghens to recognise
its importance. Mersenne then mentions the equal temperament
of 12 notes very shortly, and also a division of the octave into
24 equal intervals. The latter is useless, and he does not appear
to have recognised any merit in the former, save its simplicity.
At pages 66, 118, 119, and 129 are given representations of
keyboards for systems having various numbers of notes in the
octave. These are interesting, and some of them are of very
great complexity.
On page 128 there is a very remarkable table, in which the
rules for the dimensions of organ-pipes are set off for a number of
different systems. The equal temperament positions are given;
and in the third column the positions are given for a system,
which is not further explained, but appears to be substantially
the old unequal temperament. Although this system was certainly
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known at the time, it was not apparently as yet in favour with
theorists.
17. The next writer worthy of attention is Huyghens. In a
tract called ' Cyclus Harmonicus' (Opera Varia, Vol. I.) he treats
of the above-mentioned system of 31. He notices that Salinas
and Mersenne had not the knowledge of the methods necessary
for its constrmction, and gives a correct solation by the aid of
logarithms. The work appears to have been first published before
1700, but the date of the Opera Varia is 1724.
18. An important work'in the history of the subject is ' Smith's
Harmonics.' The date of the second edition is 1759. Among
the remarks in the preface, a curious one deserves attention,
especially as illustrating the mode of thought of practical men
at that time. It consists in tempering the major third according
to the rule :
Interval of octave
- ratio of circumference of circle to
Interval of major third
diameter.
If we seek to test this we find the proportion:12 semitones_
semit,on
3-81972 semitones,
312
3'14159
=
and perfect third
3-86314;
whence the third thus derived is '04342 fiat.
The properties of the intervals have of course nothing to do
with the circle, and the approximate numerical coincidence is
merely accidental.
In speaking of the system of mean tones, Smith observes
that its characteristic is that all the fifths are one-fourth of a
comma flat; for thus the third formed by four fifths is a comma
below the Pythagorean third, which is the property of the perfect
third. He calls it' the vulgar temperament'; it is the old form
of the unequal temperament. The object at which he aims in
the systems he then proposes is, to get the thirds, fifths, and sixths
equally tempered, so that the thirds and sixths may beat as fast as
the fifths. From our point of view this is of doubtful correctness.
We find that fifths are much more sensitive to temperament than
thirds, whereas Smith inclines to the oppositc view, but eventually adopts the principle that all concords shall be made equally
dissonant. This he calls 'equal harmony.'
With reference to the remark made just now, that fifths are
more sensitive to temperament than thirds, we must note that
the opposite opinion is sometimes expressed. Let us, therefore,
consider shortly how this stands. In the ordinary equal temperament the thirds are sharp by about two-thirds of a comma, and
we must admit that this amount of error in the thirds is not
readily detected unless the ear be specially attracted to it; for
all practical musicians use these intervals constantly without perceiving the dissonance. It is no doubt matter of opinion to some
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extent, but the writer's own experience is that fifths which are
as much out of tune as two-thirds of a comma are unbearable.
The beats in the two cases differ in two ways. Those of the
fifth are far more intense than those of the third, since they are
derived from an interfering pair of harmonics which lie lower in
pitch-namely, the twelfth and octave, and in musical tones these
are always more intense than higher harmonics; but these beats
are less rapid than those of the third, which are derived from
the interference of tierce and double octave. No doubt, therefore, the result depends upon the strength of the various harmonics present, and may vary in different cases.
Smith does not appear to regard positive systems as practicable; on the ordinary keyboard this is undoubtedly true.
Smith gives a general investigation of the properties of negative systems of temperament. His method is interesting, as it
furnishes immediately a result which we shall obtain in a different manner. He assumes that the octave is made up of five
similar tones and two semitones. We see that this excludes
positive systems, with their two classes of tones. He then points
out that, since the five tones and two semitones make up an
octave, which is a constant quantity, if we suppose the values
of the tone and semitone to be changed in any manner, the
change of the five tones must be equal and opposite to the change
of the two semitones, or the change of the tone is to that of the
semitone as 2 : 5. Now in treating negative systems we shall
see that all the tones are what we call two-fifths tones, i.e. they
are got by tuning two fifths up; and both the semitones are fivefifths semitones, i.e. are got by tuning five fifths down. Hence
the departure from equal temperament of the tone is that of twofifths up, and of the semitone five fifths down-whence Smith's
result follows directly. He examines the systems of 50 and 31
by this method.
Smith gives a very detailed investigation of the theory of
beats. This was the most important discussion of the subject
up to recent times, and De Morgan commends it highly. The
investigations of Helmholtz, however, with the recognition of
Ohm's law of simple tones, have disposed of the fundamental
principles he employs so far as regards the reception of sound
in the ear; and consequently Smith's discussion becomes unimportant for us.
Smith gives a number of rules for determining absolute pitch,
or the number of vibrations made in a given time by any note.
The first of these depends on the mechanical properties of the
monochord, the rest on the observation of beats. None of them
are of practical value now, as they do not admit of being performed with sufficient accuracy for our purposes.
As Smith's systems led to a very unequal temperament, they
are valueless, practically, without additional notes to the keyboard.
His direction for ordinary keyboards is as follows :'Till instruments are made with a changeable scale, it is
9 Vol. 1
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moreproperto tune the defectivescale in commonuse by making
every fifth and third to the same base beat equally quick-the
former flat, and the latter sharp.'
This system is intermediatebetweenthe old unequaltemperament, or system of mean tones, and the ordinaryequal temperament. It is an improvementon the former. The more recent
formof the unequaltemperamentis roughly Smith'ssystem. (See
Hopkins on the Organ,p. 183.) Smith describes (p. 177) an
arrangementfor introducingadditionalnotes into the harpsichord,
to be substitutedfor the normalnotes on certainkeys by the action
of drawstops. There is an organ in a private house in Edinburgh which possesses a similar arrangement.

In both cases the

notes are intendedto constitutea regularnegative system, either
the old unequal temperament(mean-tone system) or an approxi.
mation to it. The action of the stops was to vary the portion
of the circle of fifths presented on the keyboard. Thus the
following arrangements might be accessible with two drawstops,

the one extending the resourcesof flat keys, the other those of
sharp keys:
Flats: b-e--d-g-c-f-bb-eb-ab-db-gb
b
Ordinaryarrangement: gX-ct -ft -b-ed-g-o-f-bb-e
Sharps: eu-a- -dA-gg --c -ft -b-e-a-d-g-c
Mr. A. J. Ellis has recently caused to be constructed a harmonium in which this principleis further developed. (See Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1874.) The writer's opinion is,
that any procedurewhichinvolves the use of mechanism,whether
stop-handlesor pedals, for the selection of the notes required,is
unpractical.
There-isan interestingpassagein which Smith anticipatedto
some extent the doctrine of Helmholtz, that dissonanceconsists
of beats, or intermissionsmore or less rapid in the continuity of
the musical tone. He says, at p. 227, using expressions almost
identical with those of Helmholtz:-' For nothing gives greater
offence to the hearer,though ignorant of the cause of it, than
those rapid rattling beats of high and loud sounds, which
make imperfect consonaticeswith one another; and yet a few
slow beats, like the slow undulations of a close shake now and
then introduced,are far.frombeing disagreeable.'
19. An importanttractisWoolhouse's'Essay on MusicalIntervals' (1835). This writer employs,in the first instance, equal
temperamentsemitones,which he calls mean semitones, as his
unit of interval; but subsequently abandons the method for
another,which we nowjudge to be of less utility. Woolhousegives
numericalvalues of the principal intervals in E. T. semitonesto
twelve places; these agree, as far as they go, with the twentyplace values given in the first part of this paper.

is
The solution of the general problem given by VWoolhouse
chiefly interesting on account of the principles employed in the
actual computation. In the result, he divides the octave into
fifty equal intervals, and employs only a certain numberof these
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to construct scales. He provides a considerable number of
scales, but, in consequenceof the omission of many notes of the
system, these do not fulfil the important conditionsof. a regular
system, still less those of a regularcyclical system. The distinction between the sharp of a note and the flat of the note above it
is retainedand made essential. We have seen that this form of
notation can only be employedin negative systems.
Woolhousethen (p. 49) treats the Huyghenian division of 31
in the same way, and finishes by dividing the octave into 19
equal intervals. The resulting concords would be bad, and the
sequences of melody also. This system is negative, and of the
first order.
Woolhouse's explanation of the 'terzo snono,' sometimes
called Tartini's tone, is erroneous,as are all explanations before
that of Helmholtz; otherwise, as a treatise on musical mathematics, this tract is of great excellence; it deserves to be read
still as a model of elementaryexposition.
20. A system was proposed.by Earl Stanhope, of which the
scale is.substantiallyas follows: c-g--\a-\b-fI-/1gb-/db-/cab
Its capabilities are more limited than those of
-/eb-bb-f-c.
any of the scales of Mersenne.
21. Apaper by De Morgan,'Onthe Beats of ImperfectConso.
nances'(Cam.Phil. Trans.Vol.X.p. 129), containssomereferenceto
our subject. He employs equaltemperamentsemitones as the unit
of interval, and gives rules for the transformationof logarithms
of vibration ratios into terms of equal temperament semitones
and vice versa, identical in principle with those in the writer's
previouspaper.
The rest of De Morgan's paper is foreign to the present
subject; but we may remark that his treatment of the problem
of beats belongs to the period which preceded Helmholtz's
investigations.
22. A paperby Herschel(QuarterlyJournalof Science,Vol.V.,
p. 338) proposesvariousscales.-Inone of these, which is preferred,
all the fifths except one are perfect, the remaining one erring of
course by a Pythagoreancomma. His observationis, ' The chief
blemish is the paucity of perfect thirds of both kinds, but, on the
other hand,none of them err in excess or defect beyond a comma.'
The defective fifth is taken to be d-\a (table at top of
p. 348, column D, and row Sol). Now an errorof a comma in a
fifth makes it unfit for use in music; no ear can tolerate a fifth
which is a comma out of tune. So that this arrangementwould
exclude from use the keys of G major,D major,and A major,to
say nothing of minor keys.
23. A considerablework has been carriedout by Mr. H. W.
Poole: his last paper is in ' Sillimaln'sAmerican Journal,' Vol.
XLIV., July 1867, p. 1. It is difficultto convey a good idea of
the details of the keyboardhe there proposes. But the general
principleis as follows:There are five distinct series of notes, each proceeding by
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successive fifths. These are:-(1) keynotes, (2) thirds, (3)
sevenths, (4) thirds to (2) for the minorkeys, (5) sevenths to
(2) for the minorkeys.
The keynotesin each key are those which form perfectfifths
derived from the tonic. Thus, in the key of C, we havef---g
-d. The arrangementof the notes of this series is fundamental,
and all the others are placedwith referenceto them.
These so-calledkeynotes are, in fact, placed accordingto the
writer's principleof ' symmetrical arrangement.' This is, however, applied only to the 'keynotes,' and the remaining notes of
each scale are introduced as auxiliaries. The relativedisplacements of the keynotes from the horizontalare much greater
than in the writer's keyboard-three

times as large.

It may be

as well to mentionthat the writer'sinventionof this arrangement
was entirely independentof Mr. Poole's.
As far as can be judged from the description,the uniform
scale of Mr. Poole's keyboard must be rather like that of A
major on the ordinarykeyboard. But the numberof auxiliaries
is considerable,and must lead to constant modificationof the
principalform of scale.
The writer judges the distinction of the five series to be unnecessary and cumbrous, as there exist regular systems which

afford approximationssufficiently close to make one series of
fifths serve for all purposes. Moreover, even the scale of 19
notes of Mersenneprovidesnotes omitted in this arrangementviz. the notes to which the keynotes are thirds. Mr. Poole has
indeed indicated where they may be placed as auxiliaries, but
they cannot be used as keynotes. The chief objection to this
form of keyboardconsists in the difficultywhich arises from the
differencein the arrangementof the auxiliarynotes and the socalled keynotes. The player may want to make any note on the
instrument a keynote, or to take it in any other form at a
moment's notice; and this can only be accomplished perfectly by

a keyboardwhich is symmetrical in the arrangementof all the
notes it governs.
24. GeneralT. PerronetThompsonconstructedan enharmonic
organin whicha numberof notes belonging to the positivesystem
of perfectthirdswerecommandedby threekeyboardsof greatcomplexity. On each of these keyboardsa scale of the ordinarykeyboardis the basis of operations. A certain numberof auxiliary
keys are then introduced on each board,for the performanceof
keys related to the principalkey of the board. These are introduced in a number of different forms, wherever they are wanted.

The result is a complicationof scales for a considerablenumber
of different keys, comparedto which the twelve scales of the
ordinarykeyboardare simplicityitself.
A symmetricalarrangementof the notes of this instrument
was given at p. 16 of the first part of this paper.
Notwithstandingthe complexityof the keyboards,performers
appearto have been tolerably successful with this instrument.
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In General Thompson'stract on ' Just Intonation,' the principal
practical point treatedof is the doublesecond of the key. It is
easy to see that the second which forms a perfect fifth to the
dominant (as D in the key of C) cannot be a perfectfifth to the
sixth of the key (A, determinedas a perfect third to F); but we
require anothernote, D, a comma flatter than D, to performthis
function.
GeneralThompson employed the notation of the system of
53 in his calculations. He appears to have been aware that
his system was really different, and he employed the notation
of the system of 53 always within such limits as prevented the
occurrenceof any errorm practice.
General Thompson'saccount of the way in which he employed the monochordis well worth attention; to vary the pitch
he varied the weight by which the string was stretched,as well
as the length of the string. His form of the instrument is
probablythe most perfect ever constructed.
25. We now come to Helmholtz. While there is in his
writings but little that. is strictly new on the division of the
octave, he has yet so entirely revolutionised the theory of consonance and dissonance,that the modern point of view of the
whole subject probably owes more to him than to any other
single individual.
The theorem of the approximateidentity of the majorthird
given by eight downward steps in a perfect series of fifths and
the perfect majorthird is given by Helmholtz; he also considers
the plan of makingthe third perfectand of supposingthe minute
error that results to be distributed uniformlyamong the fifths,
thus forming the positive system of perfect thirds. ae ascribes
the first knowledge of this approximaterepresentationof the
third to the Persians, on the authority of a division of the monochordrecordedin one of their ancient musical treatises.
Helmholtz constructed a harmonium in which twenty-four
tones to the octave were distributed between two ordinary
manuals. The tones were intended to form a portion of a regular positive systemof perfect thirds, but accordingto the rules
given for the tuning the result would not be quite regular. The
instrument was available for experiment, but to a very small
extent only for practicalpurposes.
In the SeventeenthAppendix(ed. 3) there is given a plan for
arranginga system of the same kind on one manual,with changepedals or other accessorymechanism,by which the manualcould
be put in tune in any key that is desired The writer, however,
judges this and all similar systems to be essentially defective,
especiallywhen appliedto positive systems.
Helmholtz'snotationI is not identicalwith that adoptedin this
paper. The necessity for change arose in the first instance from
the impossibilityof using Helmholtz'snotation in written music.
' This notation refers primarilyto perfect fifths and thirds; its development
is due to Von Oettingen. Page 438, 3rd edit.
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But Helmholtz's great work is the physical theory of consonance and dissonanceestablishedby him, founded on his theory
of the receptionof musicalsounds in the ear. It is necessaryhere
to enter into the subject to someextent to introducethe simplified
forms of computationof beats which follow, and more especially
as thereappearsto have been some oversight in the expositionof
an important portion of Helmholtz's theory of hearing in the
most importantrecent popularwork on the subject.
Every musical note may be regardedas the sum of a series
of simple tones, consisting of pendulumoscillations,whose vibration numbersare multiplesof that of the fundamental.
When any complex system of simple tones falls on a continuous resonant scale, such as is approximatelyfurnished by a
harp, each simple tone seeks out and impresses itself upon that
portion of the scale which agrees with it in pitch, and affects
also the regionsimmediatelyadjoiningto a greater or less extent;
but beyonda certain small region surroundingthe point of correspondingpitch, a simpletone does not affectthe resonantscale.
In the eara resonantscaleof thisdescriptionis believedtoexist,
and on this theory simple tonesof differentpitch impress themselves on differentportionsof the nervousorganisationof the ear.
No sensible beats can be producedin the ear by interference
of fundamentalsseparatedby intervalsgreaterthan a minorthird.
(This limiting interval varies slightly towardsboth the extreme
portions of the scale.) This point cannot be too strongly insisted upon. It is the basis of Helmholtz's theory; and we
must digress for a moment to comment on an oversight in an
expositionof the subjectby a high authority.
26. In 'Tyndall on Sound' (2nd ed. p. 296) we find the
following statement as the reasonwhy no beats are audible in
the octave C1-C :'Here our rates of vibrationare 512-256; difference-256.'
'It is plain that in this case we can have no beats, the differencebeing too high to admit of them.'
The reasop, then, is here said to be that the beats are more
rapid than 132 per second, which is supposedto be the limit of
them.
This is, however, not Helmholtz's position. Helmholtz's
theory is that notes an octave apart affect different portionsof
the nervous mechanismof the ear, and consequentlyno beats
ever take place between these sounds at all when they are received in the ear.
Attention was directed to this passage by a recent paper of
ProfessorMayer,of New York (' AmericanJournal of Science,'
October1874). He does not clearly point out that the above
passage departs from Helmholtz'stheory, but he sees that it is
wrong,and accountsfor it by a new and most valuableportionof
the theory,which he for the firsttime presentsin the abovepaper.
The following passage from Mayer's paper puts the point
clearly -' But if Professor Tyndall had taken, in place of the above
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forks, two forks giving 40 and 80 vibrations per second, he
would, according to his premisses, have made this octave a most
dissonant interval; for would he not have had (80-40=40)
forty
beats per second entering his ear P Similarly, if we assume that
33 beats per second always produoe the maximum dissonance,
then even the interval C1 : C2'-in our notation, C-c

-6-

-' which gives a difference of 64, is far removed from consonance.'
Mayer accounts for the difficulty by his experiments on the
limits of rapidity of audible beats in different parts of the scale,
which give interesting results, and complete by experimental
evidence a portion of the theory, the nature of which Helmholtz
had indicated only in a general manner.1
We cannot here enter into the details of Dr. Mayer's paper;
but we must note that the numbers given furnish an actual
demonstration of Helmholtz's hypothesis of the analysis of tones
in the ear. Again, Helmholtz does not say, as Tyndall makes
him, that beats blend always into a continuous sound when they
attain the limit of 132 per second. He says (3rd ed. p. 270)
of the 132 beats per second, produced by the interval b8 c4,
'and these are really audible, in the same manner as the 33
beats of bl c2, although they sound somewhat weaker in the
higher position.'
For Helmholtz's exposition of his theory we may refer to
p. 271. He there points out, that if the offensiveness of beats
depended on their number alone, the semitone bl c2 would be as
dissonant as the fifth C G, both intervals giving in air 33 beats
per second; and he proceeds (p. 272) to account for this by the
assumption of a law for the sympathy of the organ of Corti,
according to which the intensity of the interference of fundamentals is about J of the maximnm for the minor third, r for
the major third, and insensible for all greater intervals.
It is to be noted that in the third edition Helmholtz aban.
dons the theory that the organ of Corti is the mechanism of
reception, and transfersthis to the membrana basilaris, the theory
of which is given in Appendix XI. In a paragraph on p. 230,
Helmholtz points out that he has not altered his phraseology
throughout the book, but desires it to be understood that he considers the resonance of the organ of Corti to be only such as it
receives from its connection with the membrana basilaris. To
return to our sketch of Helmholtz's principles.
27. The beats of imperfectly-tuned consonances greater than
the minor third are, in general, produced either(1) By the interference of harmonics present in the two notes,
in pairs nearly corresponding in pitch. OrCompare' PhilosophicalMagazine,'Vol. XLIX., p. 352.
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(2) By the interference of difference tones (Tartini tones)
with each other, or with harmonics,in pairs nearly corresponding in pitch.
The following figure illustratesthe mode of production of the
beats of a fifth about a comma out of tune, by interference of
harmonics,differencetones being disregarded:-

The horizontallines are supposedto be made up of resonant
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points, vibrating in vertical lines. We may suppose the horizontal line to be a section of a sheet of wires standing at right
angles to the paper, and somewhatsimilar to the sheet of wires
which exists in the pianoforte.
The first figure shows the way in which a musical note is
decomposedinto simple tones of the harmonic series when received on an instrument of this kind. The second figure is
similar, but placed about a fifth higher; while the third figure
representsthe combinationof the two, it being supposed that
the fifth is about a comma flat. The loops on the horizontal
lines indicate the limits between which the points on that line
may be supposedto vibrate.
The bearing of this theory on the deviation of elementary
concordsis obvious, but it is impossibleto dwell on it here. We
must only say that it differsentirely from the mode of derivation
from harmonicseries initiated by Dr. Day, both in that it refers
the question of consonance and dissonanceto a physical cause,
viz., the productionof beats, and also in that it takes account of
the series of harmonicswhich exists in each note of the combination. We may refer for one momentto the explanationof the
interval of the fourth as tuned free from beats, which is a crucial
instance of the difference between the two points of view. If
the fourth be go--cl

j

the double octave of go and

the twelfth of c will both fall on g2; and if the two notes are
not exactly in tune, beats will arise on that note exactly as shown
in the above figure. So long as, accordingto Dr. Day's view,
the harmonicsof the lower note are alone regarded,it is impossible to assign any physical cause for the beats which arise when
this intervalis imperfect, as also to referthe fourthto any analogy
or rule whatever; as there is no such interval as the fourth in
the harmonic series, and the mere name, inversion of the fifth,
conveys no explanation.
The problemis thus reducedto the interferenceof two sounds
near each other in pitch. The beats of the lowest pair of harmonics, which approximately coincide, are always so much the
strongest that we may neglect the others.
In applying these principlesto the case of any imperfectconcord, we notice that, if two notes are soundedtogether such that
the vibrations numbers of the fundamentalsare nearly in the
ratio p : q, then the lowest pair of interferingharmonieswill be
the harmonicof the qth order in the first note, and the harmonic
of the pth orderin the second. It must be understoodthat the
order of a harmonic is denoted by its vibrations ratio to the
fundamental.
Thus in the atove case of an imperfectfifth,wherethe fundamentals are nearly as 2: 3, the twelfth, or harmonicof the third
order of the first note, interfereswith the octave, or harmonicof
the second order, of the second; and in the case of the fourth
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(3: 4), the double octave, or harmonicof the fourth order, of
the first note interferes with the twelfth, or harmonic of the
third order,of the second. This is obviouswhen realised,but it
often saves trouble to note the rule. The numberof beats given
by two interferingnotes is, of course,the differenceof their vibration numbers.
As an example, let us determine the number of beats per
second in the equal temperamentfifth ca,--g, (c1=256.) The
perect fifthbeing 7 01955000semitones,the g1,andtherefore,also,
its octave g2, is -0195500fiat. Applying rule 2, paragraph2, we
find the logarithmof the vibrationsratio of this interval:*0195500
0000652 19 =--40) *0196171
*0004904= log.ratio required(flattening of temperedfifth).
c, has 256, and ga has three times as many vibrations.
2-8853613 = log. 768-000 (g3)
ratio
Log.
'0004904
2-8848709 = log. 767-133 (temperedg2)
diff. -=

867 numberof beats per second.
60

52'04 numberof beats per minute.
For the theory of differenceof tones we must refer to Helmholtz. We shall here accept the law that the vibrations number
of the differencetone is the differenceof those of its primaries.
Ezanmple.-To find, the number of beats per second of the
differencetones of cl -ee, el-gl, in the equal temperamenttriad.
767'133
72
From the above example we have l -= 256, gl =
= 383-566. We have for the ratio c-e (paragraph2)
log. ratio = 1003433
andlog. 256 = 2-4082400
2-5085833= log. 322540
322-540
256
differencee-c

66-540
61-026

383.566
322 540

61.026 differenceg- e.
beatsper second 5-514
about
tones
difference
Hence these
5i beats per second.
give
In cases where the differencetones are strong, these beats, or the
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displaoements of the difference tones, where beats are not produced,
are the most disagreeable effects of the equal temperament. If
the chord were in perfect tune the two difference tones would
coincide, both having the vibrations number 64.
Distinction betweenbeating dissonances and umsatisfiedcombinations.
We have so far assumed, with Helmholtz, that dissonance
is entirely due to the presence of audible beats. Now,
consider two notes separated by the interval of the harmonic
seventh; these may be represented very nearly by c-\ bb.
When the interval is exact, beats cease entirely, and we cannot
say that any dissonance, in the ordinary sense of the term, is
present. We might call such combinations as this ' unsatisfied
combinations,'as distinguished from dissonances. The fourth may
also be regarded as an unsatisfied combination. The weight of
authority in technical music is, however, so greatly in favour of
regarding such combinations as dissonances, that it appears to
be necessary to comprise under the general head of dissonances
both beating dissonumances
and unsatisfied combinations.
28. There remains to be noticed, last but not least, the series of
papers by Mr. Alexander Ellis, F.R.S., in the Proceedings of the
Royal Society for 1864, to which allusion hag been already made,
and especially the paper at p. 404, ' On the Temperament of
Musical Instruments with Fixed Tones.' This paper contains a
mass of valuable information on our subject. The various sys.
tems are treated according to a system of formulae, with the
object of comparing their excellence in various respects, and the
results are tabulated. One point is especially worthy of attention-viz., the treatment of variations in the melodic sequences
of the different systems. It is assumed (I.c.) that the sequences
of the diatonic scale are the best, and that in proportion as
the sequences of any other scale differ from those of the diatonic
scale, they will offend the ear. Now this is a most important
point in the theory of temperament, and one which has not received sufficient attention in general.
In support of Mr. Ellis's view, we might refer to an experiment conducted by Helmholtz and Herr Joachim, with the assistance of Helmholtz's harmonium with pure scales, which was
mentioned above. The result appeared to prove conclusively
that the eminent violinist employed pure scales. It may be inferred from this that the sequences of the diatonic scale would
commend themselves naturally to the ear; on the other hand, this
may be explained by the fact that some violinists learn their
stopping by practising thirds; of course, if they play so as to get
the thirds and fifths perfect, they would playsubstantially diatonic
scales.
The writer believes, on the contrary, that the preference of
certain melodic sequences by the ear is entirely a matter of education and custom. There can be no doubt that nations exist,
whose tunes contain sequences which may be called quarter-tones,
entirely foreign to all our ideas of music. The Egyptian Arabs
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are mentioned as an instance. The writer's experience with the
enharmonic harmonium, on which all manner of scales producible from regular systems with practically perfect fifths can be
performed, leads to the belief that, generally, to highly educated
ears, the uneven sequences of the diatonic scale are disagreeable.
This may be attributed to the adoption of the tempered scale as
a standard, through custom. Those notes which deviate widely
from the tempered scale-as, for instance, the approximate harmonic sevenths-however
smooth the chords, are always found
disagreeable by listeners of this class. The true minor third in
the minor scale is often objected to also, as too high in pitch; it
deviates very widely from the tempered note. The writer is
therefore disposed, for the present, at ah events, to accept the
equal temperament as a better standard for melodic sequences
than the diatonic scale.l Experimentally, indeed, it appears that
the sequences of the Pythagorean scale, with dissonant thirds, are
pleasanter than either, so long as harmony is kept out of the way.
As the result of this discussion, we banish all consideration of
melodic sequences from our theory, as an element of preference
between systems, believing that the appreciation of any sequences whatever is possible with custom. As the result of
his whole discussion, Mr. Ellis gives the preference to the meantone system, which is substantially a regular extension of the old
unequal temperament, and he proposes a keyboard for its control,
derived from the ordinary keyboard by the introduction of additional notes.
Another discussion of the properties of certain systems by Mr.
Elliswill be found in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for 1874.
1 Theopinionaboveexpressed,that equaltemperament
is the best melodic
standardat present,owingto the educationof musiciansin that system,reat the readingof this paper. As will be
ceived remarkableconfirmation
mentioned later, both the just and mean-tone systems were illustrated by

actual performance;and amongstnumerousremarksof a similarkind,the
followingis perhapsthe best illustration. The 33rd preludeof Bach's 48
in the mean-tonesystem,the semitonedg-e was objectedto
beingperformed
by eminent musicians present. Now this semitone is, theoretically, 1 171, or

betweenperfect
verynearly1~of an E.T. semitone.Thejust semitone(difference
thirdandfourth)is 1,117,or between1 and 1. Hencethe mean.tonesemitoneis nearerto thejust semitonethanis theE.T.semitone.If, therefore,the
diatonicscalewerethe truestandardof melody,themean-tonesemitoneshould
be a little betterthanthe E.T.,whichwouldbe contraryto the aboveobservation. Again,as to the effectof education. Therecan be no doubtthat in
were tunedto the
Handel'stime all organsin England,andmostelsewhere,
andit has nearly
mean-tonesystem. Bachabolishedthis systemin Germany,
in England. But thereis no doubtthatthe scalesof that system,
disappeared
which affordedgood chords,were always lookeduponas the best attainable
in any manner,the ' wolf' due to the limitednumberof notesbeingthe sole
the semitonenowobjectedto
reasonfor discardingthe system. Consequently,
mustformerlyhavebeenverygenerallyreceivedas the correctsemitone. If
thatthe soundsof harmonics,
musicaleducationin theorywereso conducted
intervals,&c. were studied,as well as numbersand nameswhichhaveno
musicalvaluewhentakenalone,it mightbe expectedthat the practicalobjection to theseintervals,whicharisesfromthe exclusivestudyof equaltemperament,woulddisappear.
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SCALES.

We have seen that the intervals of regular systems are to be
regarded as formed by successions of fifths. We have, therefore,
only to determine the departure of the fifths of any system from
equal temperament, and the number of fifths by which we proceed from the keynote to any given note of the scale; we then
know at once the interval which any such note makes with the
keynote.
S0.

POSITIVESYSTEMS.

Second of the Key.-In any positive system the second of the
key may be derived in two ways: first, as a fifth to the dominant, in which case the derivation is by two fifths up from the
keynote; and, secondly, as a major sixth to the subdominant, in
which case the derivation is by ten fifths down from the keynote.
Thus, the first second to c is d; the other, \d. On account of the
importance of this double form of second, we will consider the
derivation of these two forms by means of the ordinary ratios, in
the case, namely, in which perfect intervals are employed.
=9
x
First, two fifths up and an octave down give (3)
when the fifths are perfect.
Secondly, one fifth down gives the subdominant (c-f), and a
sixth up gives the depressed second (\d), or 2 x 5 - , which
is the ratio of \d to the keynote, when the fifths and thirds are
perfect.
10
The ratio of d : \d is then 9
81 which is an ordi9
8
80
nary comma.
We must remember that our systems only give approximations to this result, but the best of these approximations are
very close.
In the harmonium, with the system of 53-which
may
be regarded for practical purposes as having perfect fifths, and
very nearly perfect thirds-the exchange of d for \d in the chord
or even in the bare sixth, f-\d, produces an effect of
f-,a-\d,
dissonance intolerable to any ear.
Minor Third.-The minor third is not an interval which is
very strictly defined by beats. In chords formed of successions
of minor thirds, almost any form of the interval may be employed; and, as a matter of fact, the minor third which comes
below the harmonic seventh in the series of harmonics (7: 6),
is one of the smoothest forms of this interval.
c-\eb is an
approximation to such a chord, where the \eb is derived by
fifteen fifths down. But in minor common chords the condition
is that the major third or sixth involved shall be approximately
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where the /eb is
perfect; and this gives the triad c-/eb-g
derived by nine fifths up. The intermediate form, eb, gives a
minor third not quite so smooth as either of the other two; but
it is capable of being usefully employed in such combinations -as
the diminished seventh, and it is preferred by many listeners, as
deviating less from the ordinary equal temperament note, from
which it has only the departure due to three fifths down. The
interval between the harmonic seventh on the dominant and the
minor third of the elevated form on the keynote, is the smallest
value of the whole tone which occurs, the departure from E. T.
of such a tone being due to twenty-two fifths, or about two
commas; and although two chords, involving these notes in
succession, may each be perfectly harmonious, the sequence is
generally offensive to ears accustomed to the equal temperament.
Example:-

-

6r

Custom. makes such passages sound effective, especially when
the succession is slow enough to enable the ear to realise the
fineness of the chords.
Major Third.-This interval has been already discussed; the
note taken is that formed by eight fifths down.
Fourths and Fifths need no remark.
Depressed Form of t7l Domiwzant.-When the dominant is
used in such a combination as the following:IJ

1

'I

it must be formed by eleven fifths down from the keynote, unless
we regard the keynote as changed for the moment, in whidh
case, by elevating the subdominant, we may retain the fifth in
its normal position. The most judicious course depends on
whether the fifth is suspended or not. Thus, if the fifth is
suspended, we may write :-

I

F

For if the subdominant be f, its third must be \a, and its
sixth must be \d; g then makes a fourth with \d, which is unbearable to the ear; the fourth must be made correct, and the
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ways of doing so are shown above. The difficultymay be otherwise got over by writing the passage:-

-^
Minor Sixth.-This interval is pretty sharply defined. The
usual form is /ab, which is got by eight fifths up; the keynote
forms an approximatelyperfect third with this note by inversion.
Major Sizth (c-\a).-This interval is, as a matter of fact,
more sharply defined than one would expect on a first consideration, but we immediatelysee the reason. Regarded as an inversion of the minor third (6: 5), it has the ratio (3 : 5), and therefore arises by the interferenceof the fifth harmonic (tierce) of
the lower note with the third (twelfth) of the upper. If cl be
the lower note, the interferenceis then on e3, and the total intensity of the harmonicsconcerned(3 and 5) is greater than that of
the pair (4 and 5) which determinethe major third. This
interval, then, must be kept strictly to its best.value. The \a is
got by nine fifths down.
In chords formed of a succession of minor thirds, major
sixths frequently occur. Caremust be taken to dispose them so
as to make this interval correct. If a deviation is necessary, it
is better, if possible, to extend the interval by an octave; the
resulting major thirteenth (3 : 10) is not very sensitive.
MinorSeventh.-There are three forms of the minor seventh.
To fundamentalc these are /bb, bb, and \bb :/bb; ten fifths up; the minor third to the dominant.
bb; two fifths down; the fourth to the subdominant.
\bb ; fourteenfifths down; approximationto the harmonic
or natural seventh.
The two first speak for themselves.
If we compute (Rule 1, paragraph2) the departureof the
harmonicseventh (7 : 4), we find that it falls short of ten semitones by *31174,or (as we phraseit) the departureis - -31174,
or about one-third of an E. T. semitone. In fact, it is well known
that, if we flatten a minor seventh by some such quantity,we can
obtain a smooth combination,free from beats. Now the departure of fourteenperfect fifths down is 14 x '01955 = - -27370;
and a note having this departurediffersfrom the natural seventh
only by '03804, or less than the twenty-fifthpart of a semitone.
Helmholtz pointed out this approximationfor the first sime, as
far as the writer is aware.
Rule.-The natural or harmonic seventh on the dominant
must not be suspended,so as to form a fourthwith the keynote.
For the harmonic seventh to dominant g is \f; and c-\f
forms a fourth a commaflat,approximately. In ratiosthis stands
as follows: the ratio of tonic to'dominant is 4: 3; dominantto
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its harmonic seventh, 4: 7; whence ratio of harmonic seventh of
dominant to tonic is 21 : 16, or 63 : 48. But ratio of fourth to
tonic is 4: 3, or 64: 48; whence this fourth differs from the
harmonic seventh to dominant in the ratio 64: 63, or by more
than a comma.
Major Seventh.-There is only one form of major seventh
which can be used in harmony, viz., \b; this note is got by seven
fifths down; it forms a major third to the dominant. In unaccompanied melody the form b produces a good effect. This is
got by five fifths up with perfect fifths. It forms a dissonant, or
Pythagorean third, to the dominant. The resulting semitone is
less than the E. T. semitone by nearly I of a semitone.
31.

SYSTEMS.
NEGATIVE

Second of the Key.-Two fifths up. The double form does not
appear.
Minor Third.-Three fifths down.
Major Third.-Four fifths up.
Fou'rth.-One fifth down.
Fifth.-One fifth up.
Minor Sixth.-Four fifths down.
Major Sixth.-Three fifths up.
Minor Seventh.-Here we have the only case of a double form.
bb, two fifths down, makes a fourth to the subdominant; and
/b b, ten fifths up, gives the approximate harmonic seventh. This
approximation is very close in the best negative systems. Thus,
in the negative system of perfect thirds, where - '13686 is
the departure of four fifths up, the departure of /bb is
- 10 x -13686 - *34215, which exceeds the departure
4
required (--31174) by -03041, or about -g of a semitone. The
rule about not suspending the dominant harmonic seventh into a
tonic fourth holds also in these cases.
Major Seventh.-Five fifths up.
In negative systems the notation marks are commonly omitted.
But as the harmonic seventh would thus be written at, they
must be introduced for this or any similar purpose.
As the writer has not yet had in his hands for study an
example of a negative system, he is not able to speak of these
with the same experience as of positive systems.
32.

NUMBER OF UNITS IN THE INTERVALS OF THE SCALE.

In Regular Cyclical Systems, to find the number of units in
any interval in the scale. Loet x be the number of units in the
seven-fifths semitone.
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n + 7r
12

It is easy to see that a will always be integral, if the order condition is satisfied (Theorem iii.)-viz., if 7n +r is a multiple of 12.
For then, 7(7n + r) = 49n + 7r; whence, casting out 48n,
n + 7r is a multiple of 12. We can now determine the remaining
intervals in terms of x and r:
In the system of 53, x = 5 r = 1
In the system of 31, za = 2 r = -1
The following table gives the general expressions for positive
and negative systems, and the numbers for the systems of 53 and
31:Number of Units.
Positive Systems. Syst
Interval.
e
m S. ytem
-ffth seNegative
Systems.
x - r
5-fifths semitone
x - r
3
4
Minor tone
2 -2r
8
}
10-fifthstone
Major tone }2
9
2x - r
5
x--r
2-fifths toneJ
Minorthird
8 x- r
14
3 - 2r
8
4x -- 3 r
4 x - 2r
17
10
Major third
5 -3 r
Fourth
22
5 x-3r
13
7' - 4 r
Fifth
31
18
7 - 4r
Minor Sixth
8 x- 4 r
36
8 - r
21
9x - 6r
39
9 x - 5r
23
Major Sixth
HarmonicSeventh
10 x - 7 r
43
10 x - 5r
25
10 -6 r
Minor Seventh
44
10 x - 6 r
26
11 x -7 r
11 - 6r
48
28
Major Seventh
12 - 7 r
Octave
12 x-7r
53
31
The - r- in negative systems are, of course, positive quantities.

33.

OF REGULARANDREGULARCYCLICAL
CONCORDS
SYSTEMS.

The theory which has been established permits us to calculate
the departures and errors of concords in the various Regular and
Regular Cyclical Systems.
There is another quantitywhich maybe also conveniently taken
into consideration in all cases-viz., the departure of 12 fifths of
the system. We will call this A, putting a = 123 where 6 is the
departure of one fifth.
We have then the following table of the characteristic quantities
for the more important systems hitherto known. The value of
the ordinary comma ( s) is '21506. It is comparable with the
values of A, and if introduced in its place in the table would give
rise to a regular non-cyclical system, lying between the system of
10 Vol. 1
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53 and the positive system of perfect thirds, the condition of
which would be that the departureof 12 fifths - a comma.
Orderr A 128
or 12,
1
'70588
17
29
1
'41379
1
41
'29268
'23460
Perfect Fifths
63
1
22642
-20629
PositivePerfectThirds -118
2
'20339
'18462
1
665
is here negative)
(3 --1
43
-.29707
-1
31
-'38710
Mean Tone. Nega-'
-'41058
tivePerfectThirds f
-2
--48000
5Q
1 --63168
19
-.
Name or n

Error of
Fifth
8a-01966

Error of
Third
'13686-88

-08927
'01493
'00484

-'33373
-'27686
-*19612
-'01964
-*01409

- 00068
-*00244
-'00260
-'00417

'00127
'01378
13686+45
'03784
'00783

-*04431
-'06181
- 0.5376
--06966
-*07218

-'02314
-'06367

OF THE DEPARTURES OF

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE, EXHIBITING THE DERIVATON

, IN TBmS OF EQUAL Tax-

FFTHrSAND THIRDSFROMEQUALTIMPEr
a
SEMITOaNES
PBRAMENT
:-

Name or n
17
29
41
Perfect Fifths
63
Positive Perfect Thirds
118
65
43
31
Mean Tone. Negative
Perfect Thirds . f
60
19
34.

r
O ,rder
1
1

Departure
=
of FifthM
A
A
1

1

i-A

I1

41

Departure
of Third

_
-A

_ 8
a
- A
-

43

-1

Error of
Harmonic
Seventh
831174-148
-*61178
-'17101
-'02970
'03804
'04765
'07223
'07445
'09635
'81174+ 103
'06418
-'01084
- 03041
--08826
--21468

4T
Zs

-5

'--I
1

15.227

-2
-1

_-

1-

-r

OF THEPRINCIPLEOF SYMMETRICAL
APPLICATION
ARRANGEMENT
TO POSITIVESYSTEMS.

This has been sufficiently illustrated by the symmetrical arrangement of the notes of General Thompson's enharmonic
organ, given in the writer's previous paper (p. 16).
35.

OF THE PRINCIPLIOF SYMMETRICAL
ARRANGEMENT
APPLICATION
TONEGATIVESYSTEMS.

According to the enunciation of the principle, the positions
should, in negative systems, be taken downwards as we ascend in
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the series of fifths; for the departures thus obtained are negative.
But it is practically more convenient to use the positive form in
negative systems as well. We speak of this form-in which sharp
departures are set off downwards, and flat departures upwardsas the 'reversed' form, in contradistinction to the form used in
positive systems, which is spoken of as the 'direct' form.
36.

APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE Or SYMMETRICALARRANGEMENT
TO A ' GENERALISED KEYBOARD ' FOR REGULAR SYSTEMS.

A keyboard has been constructed, on the principle of ' symmetrical arrangement,' in the following manner. Tho octave is
taken = 6 in. horizontally: (in ordinary keyboards the octave is
6- in.) This is divided into 12 equal spaces, each i in. broad, and
these are called the 12 principal divisions of the octave. A
horizontal line gives the positions of an E. T. series where it
crosses them all. The keys are placed at vertical and horizontal
distances from the E T. line corresponding to their departures,
on the supposition that the arrangement is positive. The departure of 12 fifths up corresponds to a horizontal displacement
of 3 in. from the player, and a vertical displacement of 1 in. up.
These displacements are divided equally among the fifths to which
the displacement of g with
they may be regarded as due-i.e.,
? back, and I in. up; so of d with respect to
respect to c is, in.
g, of a with respect to d, and so on.
Although only 3 in. of each key are thus exposed on a plan, yet
the keys are all made to overhang i in.: and thus the tangible
length of each key is 3j in.
The accompanying figure (p. 136) shows a small portion of the
3
keyboard, on a reduced scale. The keys are each in. broad, and
their centres are Q in. apart. There is thus . in. free between
the adjacent surfaces of each pair of keys, and - in. altogether
between the two keys which rise on each side of any given key.
This is of importance: e.g., in the chord c_\e_g_c, taken with
the right hand, the first finger has to reach \e between the adjoining keys eb _f, and under the overhanging e. The keys in the
five principal divisions which have ' accidental' names (e.g., cU or
db ) are black-the rest white.
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APPLICATION
OF THE POSITIVESYSTEMOF PERFECTTHIRDS TO
THE ' GENERALISEDKEYBOARD.'

Helnholtz's Systemn-Just Intonation.
If the thirds such as c-\e are made perfect, and the fifths flat
by '00244, a quantity which escapes the ear, we have the system
here mentioned. Helmholtz makes a mistake in describing it;
(Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen, Ed. 3, p. 495); he supposes
that the fifths are sharp, instead of flat, by the above interval; it
is easy to see from the context that this is a mistake.
38.

ENHARMONIC
THE SMALL
ORGAN-POSITIVE
STOP.

The small enharmonic organ, exhibited when this paper was
read, contains a stop tuned according to the last-mentioned
system. The compass of the ' generalised keyboard ' is 3 octaves,
from tenor c to c in alto, and there are 48 notes in every octave.
General Thompson's organ, it will be remembered, had 40. Mr.
Ellis has pointed out to the writer, that Helmholtz did not employ
this system, strictly speaking, but a system of unequally just
intonation. The process employed in the enharmonic organ is not,
in practice, perfectly equal; but the error is not sensible to the
ear. The process is as follows:-The highest note in the series
of fifths may be called if. The eight highest notes on the keyboard
are tuned by perfect fifths. At the ninth note, in descending, wa
It is then sometimes necessary to
have the check If-d-lbb.
distribute a small error among the fifths already tuned, to get the
d perfect, but this is easy; afterwards all the notes are tuned as
perfect thirds in triads; and it is found that the notes so tuned
always satisfy the condition of making the fifths sensibly perfect.
Of course the fifths are not really perfect, but the imperfection
is too small to estimate directly; .and it appears that in tuning
by triads the positions are assigned in the most correct manner
possible.
The action is that known to organ-builders as ' direct '-i.e.,
the stop-sliders run parallel to the movement of the stophandles, while the grooves of the soundboard are parallel to the
front of the instrument. The action is led from the keyboard, by
square and tracker work, to a roller-board of four tiers, which
extends to a considerable depth back from the keyboard. The
rollers are parallel to the grooves, and to the front of the instrument, and are a little longer than the width of the keyboard. By
these means the whole series of action is reduced to two long
rows of pulldowns, along the two sides of the windchest, and
thus every note is easily accessible for regulation, and all the
pallets can be got at with ease. This formnof arrangement is
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susceptible of indefinite extension, and is that which must be
adopted in the event of its being desired to build an instrument
of the kind with several stops. This plan, the general features
of which were devised by the writer, has been most ably carried
out by Mr. T. A. Jennings.'
The keyboard, the trackerwork, and the roller system specially invite attention by their
exquisite workmanship.
39.

FORTUNING
PIPES.
IMPROVED
SCREWSTOPPERS

The enharmonic organ contains an improvement, also devised
by the writer, and carried out by Mr. Jennings. Stopped diapason
pipes of metal were selected, as occupying less space than any
others; the proverbial difficulty of managing the tuning of
such pipes became the subject of consideration, and the screw
stoppers here used were devised. The essential feature is, that
the stopper contains a moveable slider inside, which is worked by
a screw from without. When the stopper is once approximately
placed, the body of it never needs to be moved again, and the
accurate tuning required for the writer's purposes is easily and
conveniently performed by means of the projecting screw.
40.

APPLICATIONOF THE NOTATIONTO THE SYSTEMOF 53.

The notation introduced for positive systems (paragraph 9)
is susceptible of various accessory rules, according to the system
it is attached to. It is required to find rules of identification for
passing from one principal division of the octave to another in the
system of 53.
the system of 53 the notation becomes subject
Rile.-In
to the following identifications:If two notes in adjoining principal divisions (e.g., c and c )
be so situated as to admit of identification (e.g., a high c and a
low c ), they will be the same if the sum of the elevation and
depression marks = 4; unless the lower of the two divisions is
black (accidental), then the sum of the marks of identical
notes = 5.
This can onlybe provedby enumeration of a case in each pair of
divisions. The mode of verification in any case is the following:Noting that the 5 fifths semitone is four units (scheme following Theorem iii.) we see that c-ct is four units, whence ////c-c,
are identities; or, again, ct -\d is four units,
//c-\\cl
////-\ct,
and ////c-\d, ///c
-\\d, are identities.
I Organ-builder (address at Mr. Fowler's, 127, Pentonville Road). Mr.
Jennings has built an ordinary organ for the writer, and also the large enharmonic harmonium.
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TO THE SYSTEM

OF53.
The Enharmonic Harmonium.
The practical studies on positive systems, which the writer
has had the opportunity of making, have all been conducted
with the assistance of a large harmonium with a very extensive
'generalised keyboard,' containing eighty-four keys in every
octave, tuned in accordance with the system of 53. This
was also built by Mr. Jennings. It has now been completed
about two years. The arrangement is as follows :The note \\\c
is taken as the first note of the series, and
receives the characteristic number 1. Then c is 4, and the
remaining numbers can be assigned by the rules for the identifications in the system of 53 given above.
A number of notes at the top of the keyboard are thus identical with corresponding notes in the adjacent principal divisions
These
on the right at the bottom,-e.g. //c = 6 = \\c k.
permit the infinite freedom of modulation which is the characteristic of cyclical systems. For in moving upwards on the keyboard, we can, on arriving near the top, change the hands on to
identical notes near the bottom, and so proceed further in the
same direction, and vice versa. It is to be noted that, in positive
systems, displacement upwards or downwards on the keyboard
takes place most readily, by modulation between related major
and minor key-not, as has been commonly assumed, only by
modulation round the circles of fifths. In negative systems, on
the contrary, displacements take place only by modulations of
the latter type. Suspensions of the harmonic seventh, however, give rise to rapid displacements in both classes of systems.
The keyboard of the harmonium contains seven tiers of
levers, the variations in the position of the notes of each tier
being determined by the patterns of the keys attached to them.
Each of these tiers communicates, through a row of squares, with
a row of horizontal stickers. The windchest is vertical, and the
valves are ranged on it in seven horizontal rows. The valves
have small tails attached, and the stickers open the valves by
pressing on the tails. There is no attachment between the
stickers and the valves.
The original object of this arrangement was, that the windchest being easily lifted out, another might at pleasure be substiThe two
tuted, containing a different system of tuning.
additional windchests which were constructed were, however,
accidentally spoiled, and have never been replaced. The great
practical interest of the application of the mean-tone system to
the generalised keyboard leads the writer to hope that he may be
able, at some future time, to provide an additional windchest for
this system.
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APPLICArON OF T

SYSTEM OF 118 TO THE ' GENEALISED
KEYBOARD.'

The 5-fifths semitone is here nine units, and the 7-fifths
semitone is eleven units. The major tone (2-fifths tone) is
consequently twenty, and the minor tone (10-fifths tone) is
eighteen.

Hence the notes in the successive principal divisions

are alternately odd and even, and the identificationslie in
alternate cQlumns. These are not here further investigated,as
no practical use has been made of the system. If o = 1,
et = 10, lcI = 12, d = 21. It would be possible to construct
a keyboard on the principles already explained,which would
give complete control over the notes of the system of 118.
A portion of such a keyboard would be practically undistinguishable from one tuned to the positive system of perfectthirds,
as the errorof the thirds of the system of 118 is too small to be
perceivedby the ear.
43.

SYSTEMS.
NOTATION
FOBNEGATIVE

As negative systems correspond, in the formationof their
thirds, to the ordinary usage of musicians (paragraph 7), the
notation adopted for the purpose of indicating position in the
fundamental series of fifths becomes to a certain extent unnecessary; for in these systems the distinctionbetweenat and
b b is a true and essential one, and is sufficient,within a certain
limited range, without the introduction of the notationmarks.
These will, however,continue to be occasionally required. For
instance, in the case of the harmonic seventh to c, it would be
intolerable to have to write it a$, and yet this would be its
correct designation. It seems better, therefore, to retain the
notation to this extent, that whereverit is used it overpowers,so
to speak, the meaningof the flats or sharpsemployed,and denotes
derivationin the series of fifths, just as in the case of positive
systems; we can then write the above note lbb.
In the application of the keyboard to negative systems, a
sharp always signifies 'the higher on the board of the two notes,
between which choice may be made; and it must be remembered
that the higher on the boardis, in thfs case, the lower in pitch.
But wheneverthe notationappears,it overpowersthe aboverule,
and acts preciselyas in positive systems.
44.

APPLICATIONOF THE NEGATIVESYSTEM OF PERFECTTHIRDS
KEYBOARD.'
(MEAN TONE SYSTEM)TOTHE ' GENERALISED

Small Enharmosic Organ-Negative Stop.
If the thirds such as c-e are made perfect, and the fifths
*05376(or a quarter of a comma) flat, we have the mean-tone
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system. The forms on the keyboard of scales and chords in
negative systems are different from those in positive systems.
The scales are very easy to play, and the chords also. It is
expected that this applicationmay prove of practicalimportance.
By the employmentof reversedsymmetricalarrangement,we can
use the same keyboardas that for positive systems.
Following the scale of unmarkednaturalson the plan of the
keyboard,we can realise the nature of the fingering. It is the
same as that of the Pythagoreanscale with the system of perfect
fifths on the keyboard. The tones are all 2-fifths tones, and
the semitones both 5-fifths semitones.
The small enharmonicorgan exhibitedto the Associationcon.
tains, on the three lower tiers of its keyboard,a second stop, the
pipes of which are tuned to the abovesystem. It maybe regarded
as a great extension of the old unequaltemperament-that is to
say, the performanceeverywhereproduces the same results as if
the best chords of the old unequaltemperamentwere employed.
45.

APPLICATIONOF THE NEGATIVE SYSTEM OF 31
' GENERALISEDKEYBOARD.'

TO THE

The objectionto the last-mentionedarrangement (mean-tone
system) is, that a certain rather considerableamount of modulation would carry the performerbeyond the limits provided;
this may be overcomeby substituting for the mean-tonesystem
the Hayghenian system of 31, the intervals of which differ
very little from those of the mean-tone system. The thirds,
instead of being perfect, would be '007$3 sharp,or considerably
less than the 100th of a semitone; and the fifths '05181 flat,
instead of -05376; difference= -00195, or about the 500th of a
semitone.
The applicationof the principlesof symmetricalarrangement
(reversed) to the numbers of the series of 31 is easily deduced from the table of the numbersof units in the intervals of
that system. The five tones of any scale consist each of five
units-the two semitones each of three. It is only necessaryto
remember, that the lower numbers of the series always stand
above, and the higher numbers of the series below, in each
principal division of the octave, according to the definitionof a
' reversed' symmetricalarrangement.
46. TrINoG.
It was the writei's intention to have introduced at this point
an essay on certain improved methods of tuning. These will
depend mainly on the employmentof an extremelyaccurateform
of metronome, devised many years ago by Scheibler,1for the
I The Scheibler metronome was exhibited at the meeting, finished all
except the graduation. It has been constructed for the writer by Messrs.
Tisley & Spiller, 172, Brompton Road.
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counting of beats. On accountpartly of the difficultyexperienced
in getting the metronomeconstructed,and also of the extentof the
subject generally,it is preferredto treat it at some futuretime in
a separatecommunication.An account will be given now only of
the modein which the system of 53 was actually tuned on the
harmonium.
The standardo was taken to have 512 vibrationsper second;
this was obtained by comparingseveral Philharmonicforks professing to have this pitch. Although these agreedsufficiently
well with each other,it appeared,subsequently,that the resulting
c was not satisfactorilyderived, and much inconvenience was
experienced during the tuning from this cause. The processes
then within reach were not sufficientlyaccurate for a perfectindependentdeterminationof the standardpitch. It will be seen,
when the subjectof Tuning is treated, that an independentdeterminationof this elementis always necessary; and this can be
made with great accuracyby means of a few pipes or reeds, and
the improvedmetronome.
It was first necessaryto producea set of 53 reeds of approximate accuracy,for the guidanceof the builder. A small tuningmachine was constructed,which containedan organ-bellowsand
two windchests- one for 12 organ-pipes, the other for 12 harmoniumreeds. The pipes were fitted with caps and handlesto
facilitatethe tuning. But it was at once discovered,contraryto
expectation, that the process of tuning the reeds was far more
delicate, certain, and easy than that of tning the pipes; and
accordingly the pipes were never used at all. A table was then
calculated,showing the numberof beats per minute that must be
made by each consecutive pair of notes of the system of 53, in
the tenor octave. A set of reeds was then tuned by this table,
the beatsbeing countedwith a watch, and the practicallyperfect
fifths of the system employed as checks. A very fair result
indeed was obtainedin this way with but little difficulty. But
the followingweak points preventedthe adoptionof the process
as an exact one:In the firstplacethe countingof the beatsby the watchproved
an extremelytroublesomeand rather inaccuratemethod. This
must be replacedby the improvedmetronome.
Secondly,as the reeds were tuned on the machine,when they
came to be removed,and placedon their seats in the harmonium,
they underwentsmall alterations; and althoughthe result on the
machinewas pretty good, it was no longer sufficient when the
reeds were transferred.
Another process, of a more delicate nature, was therefore
adopted,by which the dependenceon the countingwas minimised.
This was also first carriedout on the tuning-machine;and, before
explaining the process,it will be well shortly to describe the
arrangementof the machine,as far as the reeds are concerned.
The reed windchestconsistsof a box, which receivesthe wind
from the bellows throughan apertureclosed by a valve moveable
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from outside. On the top of the box the lid fits air tight; it opens
on hinges, and is fasteneddown,when closed,by two handscrews;
it can be openedor closed in a few seconds. The lid is pierced
by slits, outside which are small valves, and handles for opening
the valves; and about the end of the slits there is, inside the lid,
a peculiararrangementof winged screws, of a form which can be
got from any ironmonger: these enable any reed to be firmly
secured over one of the slits in a few moments. It is essential
that the pressureof the screws shall not seriouslydeformthe case
of the reed. If this happensthe pitch is altered. It is easy to
test whether this happens,by tuning two reeds to a fifth, which
is the most sensitive interval, and then screwing down one of
them a little tighter; the slightest alteration of pitch is an indication that the screws are in fault. Stout handscrewswere first
employed; and it was not for some time that the considerable
errorthey causedwas detected. No results of any value could
be obtainedwith them. The chief practical point appearsto be
to have the screws as near as possible to the cornerof the reeds.
When the lid of the box is turned over, the reeds are beforethe
tuner, as if fixed on a table,in a convenientposition for the use of
the tools. The box is about 2 feet long, 4 inches broad,and 2
inches deep. The small dimensions facilitate the production
of differencetones, and these are heardwith great clearness. The
following scheme for the system of 53 dependson differencetones,
and accordinglyit was executed with ease on the machine.
One point which must be noted before passing to this is, the
pitch of reeds varies very considerablywith the strength of wind
employed. It is thereforefound best to do away with the use of
the bellows-valve altogether, and use light pressures on the
bellows. It is always possible to find out whethera reed is too
high or too low; for if the slit-valve over the reed is partially
closed, its pitch falls, and it can be perceived whether the beats
get better or worse.
In the system of 53 the fifths are taken to be perfect. The
thirds, however,are perceptiblyflat. If a majortriad is sounded,
the displacement of the third gives rise to displacements in
opposite directionsof the differencetones formedwith the other
notes; and it was by the beats of these displaceddifferencetones
that the thirds were tuned,in the first part of the bearings. These
thirdsweretuned eitherin theposition c2-\e2-g2 (betweenfifthand
fundamental),or in the positiongi-c2-\e2 (abovea fourth). The
beats in the.latter case are half the numberof those in the
former, as in the latter only one of the differencetones is displaced by the error of the third. If the position were \e--i--2,
the particularbeats to be observedwould not arise at all. The
principlesexplainedin paragraph27 suffice for the calculationof
the numbersrequired.
The first part of the following system of bearingswas carried
out with ease on the tuning-machine; but when it was repeated
on the harmonium,it was found that the differencetones were so

=
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faint as only to be heard with difficulty, no doubt owing to the
great size of the windchest. The method is not, therefore, recommended for adoption in such cases. With the class of pipes
employed in the small enharmonic organ the difference tones are
strong, and this method might be expected to be successful:Bearingsof the Systemof 53.
5 vibrations.
cs 4 612
First Part.

Tunefrom

Fourthor Fifth.

c2. 4

f. 26
\4d. 12

\a2. 43
\f~ . 29
\\e,.

\\b,. 61

b1

\\a,.

b 37

/e,. 23
/e2.b18

/,. 1
/a,.b40

ThirdFlat.
\a,. 43
xf2 . 29

\\d2.

Beatsperminute.
42
69
68
48
40
50

15

\\\

/b: .~
/gl,. 40
check
c,.4

We thus return in a circle to the standard c: even without
counting the beats, we can easily distribute the small error
amongst these few steps, so that it shall be nowhere prominent.
In fact, this is a less difficult process than laying the beaings of
the ordinary equal temperament. In counting the beats, it is only
necessary to notice beforehand what the pitch of the difference
tone will be; by sounding this note lightly first, so as to direct
the attention to it, it is easy to separate its beats from those of
the tierce and the others present, if the difference tones are of
sufficient strength to be heard at all. We then proceed to fill up
the gaps with perfect fifths, distributing any error amongst the
six or seven fifths of each gap:-

Tune from
f2.26
\a,. 43
\d,.12
f,tt. 29
\\bl. 51
\\e,b. 16
\\a, b. 37

SecondPart.
Bearingsof the Systemof 63.
Fourthsor Fifths.
6,b. 48
\e,. 21

-1-.34

eb. 17
a,b. 39
\b,. 62
\c,. 3
\g,. 25
\a2b. 38
\\a. 42 \\2. 1

d2b.8 1 Distribute
f2,- 30f any error.

\bl b.471

\c,2. 7
\,2b. 16f
\\e,. 20
33
\\2,.
24
\\b,b. 46 \\,.
\\c2l2
J
6
28
\\c,2.
\\?2.
\\\bi.50
32 \\\d2. 10 \\\a2. 41 \\\e2.19
f
\\\,.
\\\c,. 1
/d,. 14
/g2.36
/a,. 46
/el. 23
49
/b, b.
/e/. 27
/c.6 1
/e2b. 18
6,. 53 \
/^ . 9
,/f6: . 31
/a,b. 40
13
c,. 4
d2.
a;. 44
g2.35
e2. 22f

This process was gone through many times on the harmonium,
after all the reeds were in position. Thealterations that appeared
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at first to take place in the reeds in a few days, were considerable,
and it was not for some time that it was perceived that it was the
action that was in fault, and not the reeds; small variations in
the action affect the pitch of the reeds considerably. But since
the source of these disturbances was realised, the reeds have been
left alone, and on screwing up the action again at any time, the
tuning has always been found to leave little to be desired. Two
years have elapsed since the reeds were last touched, and about a
year since the action has been touched; and the instrument is
now in first-rate order.
47. The tuning of the principal negative system (mean-tone or
mesotonic system, negative system of perfect thirds, extension of
old unequal temperament) was performed as follows on the small
enharmonic organ. Starting from the lowest middle c (\c) on
the keyboard, \g was tuned temporarily a perfect fifth, and then
\e accurately a perfect third; \g was then flattenea a little, and \d
and \a tuned successively a little lower than consonance would
require. Check, \a - \emust be a fourth orfifth of the same quality
with the others. After a little practice this was easily carried
out. Every succeeding set of 4 fifths was tuned in the same way,
checking always by a third tuned in a perfect triad.

48.

HIGHERAPPROXIMATIONS.

For an outline of the theory of multiple systems, and of certain
systems of higher orders, which are not of much practical
interest, reference is made to the writer's paper on' Temperament,'
in the current volume of the Proceedings of the Royal Society.

49.

COMPLETESYMMETRICAL
ARRANGEMENT.

This form of higher approximation is of some interest, as admitting of a very clear representation of the accurate relation
between perfect fifths and thirds-also as introducing a form of
symmetrical arrangement, which, although the most complete,
is also the most simple in its origin.
Let a series of E. T. notes be placed, in order of the scale, at
equal distances on a horizontal line; if we represent each note
by a dot, we shall have one of the horizontal rows of the table
at page 16. Let other E. T. scales be placed above and below the
first, each note of each successive row being higher than the
corresponding note of the next row below by the departure of a
Then we have a symmetrical arrangeperfect fifth (=-01955).
ment of perfect fifths, with all the positions filled up-i.e., between
c and /c there are 11 notes and 12 intervals, each = *01955.
Now'\e was the third got by 8 fifths down, and it is a little too
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low. If we take the e which is seven steps below the E. T. row
containing c, instead of that which is eight steps below,we obtain
a third the errorof which is little more than 00001, or one hundred-thousandthof an E. T. semitone. In fact,Departureof seven fifths = -13685 00606
-= 13686 28614
third
,,
00001 28008
error
carryingthe calculationto ten places.By adjustingthe exact value
given to the differencebetween the rows, it is possibleto get the
approximationmore exact, but this is of no materialinterest. It
would be possible, if desired,to construct a keyboardfor such a
system, the dots of the figure of paragraph13 being replacedby
concertina-keys. It would then be possible to play fifths and
thirds perfect to the above degree of approximation.
SYSTEMSTO COMPLETE
OF REGULARCYCLICAL
50. APPLICATION
ARRANGE]MENTS.
SYMMETRICAL

[The matter of the following section was suggested by the
discussion of the propertiesof the system of 612, the importance
of which was pointed out by CaptainJ. Herschel, F.R.S., to Mr.
A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., and by him to the writer.]
In order that any Regular Cyclical System may be applicable
to a completesymmetricalarrangement,it must be a multiple of
the ordinaryequal temperament,or n must be divisibleby 12.
For the essence of a complete symmetricalarrangementis,
that it may be regarded as made up of a numberof E. T. systems, each of which is representedby a horizontalrow of the
symmetricalarrangement. (See p. 16.)
Any system which is a multiple of the equal temperament
may be also regarded as of the 12th, 24th, . . . order.

This

follows at once from the Theoremson the orders of systems.
To find a cyclical system which shall possess in all its parts
the propertiesof the complete symmetrical arrangementabove
described:The departure of the perfect fifth may be written Tr.WT,
and the system sought must have fifths closely corresponding
with his in departure. If r be the order of the system,we have
then r- = r.-T, or n = r. 51'151approximately,wherer andn
must both be multiplesof 12. Let r = 12. Thenthe best value
of n is 12 x 51, or 612. The fifths of this system have the
departure T. Error = '000,058 sharp. The thirds, being
formed, according to the rule for complete symmetrical
arrangements, by seven steps down instead of eight, have the
8
8 = Error = -000,39 flat.
departure 5 = -
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It is easy to see, from the correspondenceof these errors,that
they may be much diminishedby making the fifths more perfect.
The next I igher value of r, which gives any considerable
approximationapplicableto completesymmetricalarrangements,
is evidently 240, since 240 x -15 = 36. Then n = 240 x 5115
= 12,276.

The departureof the fifth is rTy. Error= 3 in the seventh
place of decimals; and error of the third = a unit in the fifth
place.
51. PRACTICAL
USE OPPOSITIVE
SYSTEMS.
An example of music written for positive systems is appended,
as well as a short cyclic modulation in the system of 53 (pp. 151154). This last can be played on the harmonium, but not on the
small enharmonic organ. The principal points in the harmony
of these systems which have struck the writer occur in the
example. It is to be specially noticed how certain forms of
suspension have to be avoided-partly because they produce dissonances, partly because they occasion large displacements up and
down the keyboard. The result of the writer's practical experience is, distinctly, that there are many passages in ordinary
music which cannot be adapted with good effect to positive systems; and that the rich and sweet masses of tone which characterise these systems, with the delicate shades of intonation which
they have at command, offer to the composer a material hitherto
unworked. The character of music adapted for these systems
is that of simple harmony and slow movement; it is a waste of
resources to attempt rapid music, for the excellence of the
harmonies cannot be heard. The mean-tone system is more
suitable for such purposes.
Some examples of the unsuitability of the positive systems
for ordinary music may be here instanced:(1.) The opening bars of the first prelude of Bach's 48. The
second bar involves the depressed second (\d), and in the third
bar this changes to d; the melodic effect is extremely disagreeable on the harmonium. It does not strike the ear much with
the stopped pipes of the little organ.
(2.) The example of cyclical modulation at page 154, the
harmony of which is extended from a passage in the second
prelude of Bach's 48.
The effect of this is not bad when one is accustomed to it;
but it alters the character of the music completely, and is very
disagreeable to unaccustomed ears.

(3.)
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The two g's, to which attention is here called by asterisks,
illustrate a difficulty of constant occurrence in the adaptation of
ordinary music to these systems. The g is here required to make
a fourth to the depressed second of the key (\d), and also a fifth
to the keynote. But the first condition requires the note \g, the
second g, and it is impossible to avoid the error of a comma
somewhere. It may be said that the first g is only a passing
note; but with the keen tones of the harmonium such dissonances strike through everything, even on the least emphasised
passing notes. Although the second g seems to the writer to be
legitimate, it would be intolerable on the harmonium. The
smoother tones of the organ render such effects less prominent.
(4.) The third phrase of a well-known chant:-

To keep in the key of f, the g should fall to \g at the second
chord; but this direct descent on the suspended note would sound
bad-consequently, the whole pitch is raised a comma at this
point by the suspension; and the chant concludes in the key of
/f, as it is not possible anywhere to descend again with good effect.
This would be inadmissible in practice, as the pitch would rise a
comma at each repetition. The resources of the system of 53
admit of the performance of the repetitions in this manner, but
the case is one in which the employment of this effect would be
unsuitable.
On the organ it might be possible to take the last chord
written above \g - \d - \g -b b, which would get rid of the
difficulty. On the harmonium, however, this drop from the minor
chord of g to that of \g is inadmissible.
In the example of music written for the positive systems, it
is to be noted that the notation-marks are used as signatures,
exactly as flats and sharps are in ordinary music. The sign
adopted for neutralising them is a small circle (o), which
is analogous to the ordinary natural. If the general
pitch had to be raised or depressed by a comma, the elevation or
of
depression mark would be written large over the beginning
the staff:-

Several points in the harmony are regarded as experimental.
For instance, in the inversion of the dominant seventh with the
seventh in the bass, the employment of'the depressed (harmonic)
seventh has on the harmonium an odd effect; although, when
the chord is dwelt on, it is heard to be decidedly smoother than
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with the ordinary seventh. The effect appears less strange on
the organ. On this and other points the judgment of cultivated
ears must be sought,afterthoroughacquaintancewith the systems.
The following.points may be noticed in the example:At the beginning of the seventh bar it would be natural, in
ordinary music, to suspend the a from the preceding chord,
thus:-

As, however,the first a is \a, and we aremodulating into g,
whose dominantis d, the suspensionis inadmissible,as it would
lead to the false fifth d - \a.
In bar 14 the ordinary seventh \d to dominant \e is
employed in the bass instead of the harmonicseventh \\d, so as
to avoid the small tone \\d - c. The latter has a bad effect in
the minor key, as beforenoticed, and this is specially markedin
the bass.
Bar 19.--The use of the tonic as first note in the bass is prevented by the presenceof the harmonicseventh on the dominant
(paragraph30).
Bar 24.-This singular change is pleasing in its effect when
judiciously used, but it is advisableto separatethe two forms of
the chord by a rest.
Bar 30.-The smoothnessof the approximateharmonicseventh
is here appliedto the sharpsixth. This effectis the most splendid
which the new systems afford; nothing like it is attainable on
ordinaryinstruments.
Bars 34 and 35.-Here the natural course would be to make
the bass:-

the harmony remaining the same. We have, however, arrived
at our d as the fifth to g, and it is not possible to suspend it unless we raise the \a to a. It has not a good effect where a
passage is repeated as here, if the repetition is in a slightly
differentpitch. The suspensionis thereforeavoided.
Bar 37.-This is a very charmingeffect. The transientmodulation to dominantd gives the depressedkeynote, \c, as harmonic
seventh.
52. COMMA
SCALE.

The following is an example of a novel effect which is attainable in positive systems. If the chord of the harmonicor natural
11 Vol. 1
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seventh be sustained, this seventh may be made to rise and fall
again through two or more single commas. The effect to unaccustomed ears is disagreeable at first; but the writer has be.
come so familiar with these small intervals, that he hears them as
separate notes without the sensation they commonly produce of
being one and the same note put out of tune. There can be no
doubt that the reception of such intervals is a question of education, just as the reception of semitones was, in the early history
of music, a step in advance from the early five-note scales. The
following passage, as executed on the enharmonic harmonium,
which admits of a swell of the tone, has a dramatic effect:-

__
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53. SERIESOF MAJORTHIRDS.

The
chord to which attention is called consists of two perfect
The chord to which attention is called consists of two perfect
thirds and the octave. The third \gU - c has a departure due
to 16 fifths up, and an error from the perfect third of about two
commas. It may be called the 'superdissonant' third, by analogy
from the dissonant or Pythagorean third, which has an error of
one comma. We have the choice, if we prefer it, of arranging
the chord with two dissonant thirds, thus:- c.
c - \e-g
The two last thirds are ordinary dissonant thirds; the writer
prefers the first arrangement. It is a matter of taste.
The examples were played on the positive stop of the small
enharmonic organ, at the meeting of the Association.
54. MEAN TONE SYSTEM.

It has been pointed out, that the generalised keyboard
admits of the control of negative systems by means of remarkable simplicity. Not only is the fingering very simple, but the
sharps and flats of ordinary music furnish indications, the inter-
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pretation of which is clear, the finger going up for the sharp and
down for the flat. Although the mean-tone system, on the small
organ, was completed only just in time for the meeting of the
Association, yet the writer succeeded, at some pains to his ears,
in studying the mechanism of that system, to a small extent, on
the keyboard of the 53 harmonium. The effect of playing on

that instrument in negative form is, of course, to use Pythagorean thirds; and, in consequence,the writer may probablyclaim
to have a greater practicalacquaintancewith the Pythagorean
system than anyone else is likely to possess. The effect is not
such as to lead to a desire for its adoption. The examples
selected for performancewere the first, second, and 33rd preludes of Bach's 48. The fugues were found impracticable,on

account of the want of the lower octave; this does not cut so
deeply into the preludes selected as to prevent their performance.
These three examples were played on the mean-tone stop of the

small enharmonicorganat the meeting.

CONCLUSION.

In the foregoing communicationthe endeavourhas been made

to give a simple and general theory of the division of the octave,
to provide a system of notation by which the notes of different
systems can be expressed for practical purposes, and to solve the
mechanical problem for keyed instruments. It may be now
affirmed that there is nothing whatever, except study, necessary to
enable anyone to obtain a practical command of any system that

may be desired; and it is believed that the difficultiesof that
study have been reducedto a minimum.

EXAMPLE FOR SYSTEMS OF APPROXIMATELY PERFECT FIFTHS,
WITH A COMPASS OF THREE OCTAVES.

H=-Harmonic or Natural Seventh, or inversion thereof.
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DISCUSSION.
said it was extremely difficult even for experts
The CHAIRMAN
to follow a paper of this kind when read, but when printed in
the Transactions of the Society, which were in active preparation, it would no doubt be perused with great interest. There
was not much time left for discussion, but if any member wished
to put a question he was quite sure Mr. Bosanquet would be
pleased to answer.
Mr. A. J. ELLIS,F.R.S., F.S.A., said he should like to read
the few lines which Mr. Bosanquet had referred to as expressing
the opinions of Helmholtz with regard to the cause of beats:
' The roughness of a combination of two tones depends, then, in
a compound manner on the magnitude of the interval, and the
number of beats produced in a second. On seeking for the
reason of this dependence, we observe that, as before remarked,
the beats on the ear can exist only when two tones are produced
sufficiently near in the scale to set the same elastic appendages
of the auditory nerve in sympathetic vibration at the same time.
When the two tones produced are too far apart, the vibrations
caused by both of them at once in Corti's organs are too weak to
admit of their beats being sensibly felt.' Then with regard to
the experiment with Herr Joachim, he says: 'I was fortunate
enough to have an opportunity of making similar observations,
by means of my harmonium, on Herr Joachim. He tuned his
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violin exactly with the g d a e of my instrument. I then requested him to play the scale, and immediatelyhe had played the
third or sixth, I gave the correspondingnote on the harmonium.
By meansof beats it was easy to determinethat this distinguished
musicianused the depressedb, andnot the other,as the majorthird
in G, and the depressede, and not the other e, as the sixth.'
With regard to the melodic feeling of playing, he might say
that the experiments of Cornuand Mereadier,as given in the
ComptesRendus (which he had calculatedout and reduced to
numbers with equal semitonesand fractions of them), were so
conductedthat the pitch was determinedby a mechanicalprocess,
and not by the ear, so that they might be entirely depended
upon. The performerswere quite unaware of what was being
done, and played as usual; but the result was that in playing
harmonies they always used the just intonation,the perfect third
and fifth; but in playing melodiesthey used the intonation,which
was supposedto be Pythagorean; at any rate they played the
thirdsand sixths, and especiallythe sevenths,sharperthan in equal
temperament,the seventh being sometimesa commasharper. He
had also observed,in calculatingout the numbers,that they seldom
played the sameinterval twice alike, that their fifths and octaves
were very frequentlychanging. In playing the minor scale, on
the other hand,the minor third and the minor fifth were taken
flatter than they would be even on the Pythagorean method.
It was evident, therefore,that the performershad not made up
their minds to any particularscale, but they had a generalfeeling
of brighteningby taking the intervals sharper, and dulling by
taking them flatter; but that when they played harmoniestheir
feeling was to get consonance.
Mr. SALAMAN
understoodthat the practicalresults sought for
by these investigations was to ensure more perfect tuning of
musical instruments,rather than to have any effect on the composition of music.
Mr. BOSANQUET
said his view most decidedlywas, that there
was a new material for composersto work with.
Mr. MCNAUGHT
asked if it were correct to say that existing
music could not be performed in just intonation-vocal or instrumental?
Mr. BOSANQUETsaid much of it could not.' No one could
execute those small intervals with accuracyby the voice; they
could only be examinedby an instrument. The voice would very
readily adapt itself to the instrumental ccompaniment.
Mr. CUMMINGS
thought the harmonium(which Mr. Bosanquet
had referredto as the instrumentby which he had made some of
his experiments) was not to be depended upon for anything
whatever. It seemed never to give a chord fit to listen to, and
thereforehe did not think any test of that kind could be relied
upon. It gave out so many harmonicsthat you could not judge
of any music fairly by its means.
' See paragraph 51 (3), &c.
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said his harmonium had stood perfectly in
Mr. BOSANQUET
tune for two years. The reeds were at least twenty times as
sensitive as an organ-pipe, and had remained perfectly in tune.
remarked that all the harmoniums he had ever
Mr. CUMMINGS
tried seemed to give out harmonics more freely than any other
instrument. If Mr. Bosanquet's was different in that respect, he
should be glad to hear it.
The CHAIRMAN observed that the resultant sounds of an harmonium were generally detestable.
Mr. BOSANQUET
said the great defect in the harmonium was that
it was so sensitive to tuning, and that very fact made it so valuable
to him in his experiments, because differences which the ear would
not detect in another instrument became evident at once on the
harmonium. The tuning of an harmonium was far more accurate than that of organ-pipes; you could tune any quantity of
the latter from an harmonium, but you could not reverse the
process. This fact made it so valuable as a means of research.
The CHmRMANsaid he had had the advantage of hearing Mr.
Bosanquet's harmonium, and certainly some of the effects were
exceedingly beautiful: for instance, its powers were singularly
illustrated in a passage commencing the ' Stabat Mater' of Palestrina, which was frequently quoted as an instance of the harshness of the old masters. As Mr. Bosanquet played it, the effect
was certainly altogether different-much more delicate, aerial,
spirituelle than he had ever heard it played. Of course four good
singers would unconsciously give the right intonation to it, as
was remarked by Burney in his account of the Pope's Chapel,
that the singers there unconsciously sing in what is no doubt
perfect tune. The point that remained, and the question upon
which musicians seemed never to have been satisfied, was
whether the mechanical difficulties of obtaining these effects were
not so great as to render them useless for practical purposes. As
he understood Mr. Bosanquet, this organ required about six
times the number of keys and pipes of an ordinary instrument.
Now, if the organ of St. Paul's were multiplied by six or seven, it
would hardly go under the dome. Besides that, he thought some
of the combinations which had been put before them as beautiful
were hideous; some of the harmonic sevenths, for instance, were
extremely disagreeable.
Mr. BOSANQUET
said he had always found those notes disagreeable to such persons as had a strong sense of absolute pitch. The
only way to like them was to listen to the chords. He never
knew anybody who had a good ear who liked them at first.
The CHAIRMAN:Then comes the question, what is a good ear,
and who has it ?
said he had frequent experience of all sorts of
Mr. BOSANQUET
people coming to hear his harmonium, and the result was, that
persons with acute ears, but not much musical education, liked the
chords, and always picked out the effects which he liked best himself, as the result of long custom; but persons who had the scale
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firmly in their heads, as no doubt the Chairman had, did not like
the departure from the usual value of the notes. They did not
think of the consonance at all; the question with them being, not
whether it was smooth, but whether it was what they were accustomed to. The question with him was simply one of smoothness.
Mr. CUMMINGSsaid the chord of the sixth on Ab, at the
beginning of the second page of the example which Mr. Bosanquet
played, sounded to him very flat indeed.
said that was Ab raised. It was a curious
Mr. BOSANQUET
fact, that people with highly-educated ears almost always singled
out the true minor third of the chord as disagreeable. The true
minor third was always raised.
Mr. A. J. ELLISthought a few lines from 'Barrow's Travels in
China ' had some bearing on the point of the ear being accustomed
to certain intervals.
He said the tones were far from being
disagreeable, but their construction was so irregular that they
did not appear to be reducible to any kind of scale. He went on
to say that the Chinese affected not to like the Ambassador's
band, which, they pretended, produced no music, but a confusion
of noises. It was a very remarkable fact, to be taken in connection with this, that 2,000 years before Pythagoras (according
to the Chinese rules, translated by Amyo), the Chinese had a scale
of twelve perfect fifths, producing a complete succession; and
that in the year 1537, long before it was dreamed of in Europe,
a Chinese prince gave the lengths of a series of organ-pipes,
producing theoretically perfect equal temperament.
The CHAIRMAN
said it was remarkable that those persons who
were generally considered the most highly gifted as composers
had all been accustomed to the same kind of tuning, and John
Sebastian Bach took the trouble to write, for what was obviously
the equal temperament, forty-eight preludes and fugues in the
different keys. No doubt the present system was theoretically
wrong, but it was one which satisfied Mozart, Beethoven as long
he could hear, and many others, including all the great singers.
Mr. BOSANQUET
desired to remark that he had never advanced
the position that the ordinary scale was wrong.' No doubt it
was perfectly good in practice, and very few, probably, used it
more than he did himself, as an amateur. His contention, however, was, that the theory of music, regarded as a science, had
not been at all developed. Nothing was known, theoretically, of
the different modes of dividing the octave, and he considered such
a state of ignorance to be a scandal to musical science. This
had led him to make experiments. He believed that now a new
material for musical composition had been provided, but that was
quite a secondary consideration.
Mr. ELLISobserved that Handel used the mean-tone temperament, and presented an organ to the Foundling Hospital with
sixteen notes in the octave.
Except, of course, from the tuner's point of view.
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said he might venture to repeat a remark he
The CHAIRMAN
had madeon the previousoccasion,that if Herr Joachimplayed in
perfectintonation,theoretically,how could he play with a piano,
which was of coursea perfectmass of cacophony?
Mr. ELLIS
said he would, of course,alter his intonationso as to
be in tune with the piano, as was shown to be the case in the experimentsof Cornuand Mercadier.He hadnoticedthe same thing
himself in listening to the Paris Prize Choir of Tonic Sol-faists.
They sang some pieces without accompaniment,and some with,
and the intonationwas as differentas light and darkness.
remarked that one of the inconveniencesof
The CHAIRMAN
perfect intonationwould be, that you would continuallyleave off
on a different keynote to that on which you began, so that the
old test of sinking in pitch for singing out of tune must be
entirely fallacious.
Mr. ELLIS said that Smith, in his 'Harmonics,' quotedthe
case of a monk who had reckonedup that the choir must have
gone many commasout of tune; and argued,therefore,that there
was an involuntary temperament used by singers, which he
believed to be the case.
Mr. BOSANQUET
said, Smith established it as a proposition,'
that in performance by violinists or singers, there was nothing in
the way of an accurate rule of any kind, but there was a constant
process of adjustment, by which all difficulties were got over.
The CHAIRMAN:
Art-not science.

The proceedings were concluded by a vote of thanks to
Mr. Bosanquet.
I Smith's Harmonics,Prop. xxii. p. 225.

